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Don't cram for exams. 
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Seven Christian musical groups gel groovin' 
for a spot in the annual jerichoFest concert. 
James Madison University 
■ Pas» 17 
Bikes slav Dragons 
Both baseball and Softball posted wins at 
home over conference foe Drexel over 
the weekend. 
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BY JANE MCHUGH 
senior writer 
Wrapping up your second 
10-page paper of the week, 
your head starts to pound as 
you squint at your computer 
screen. You have yet to study 
for a quiz, but you stare long- 
ingly at your bed, knowing that 
it will be hours before vour 
head hits the pillow. 
With finals quickly 
approaching and end-of-semes- 
ter projects piling up, students 
are likely to find themselves 
more stn*ssed than usual. As 
stress and lack of sleep among 
students builds, so do tension- 
type headaches. 
According to Web MD, 
www.webmd.com, 'Tension 
headaches are usually triggered 
by some type of environmental 
or internal stress ... |and| are 
commonly referred to as mus- 
cle contraction headaches or 
stress headaches." 
are charactenzed as a mild to 
moderate, constant pressure or 
thmbbing around the front and 
sides of the head, according to 
Web MD. The site said some of 
the main causes of tension 
headaches arc lack of sleep, emo- 
tional stress, excessive worrying 
and over-extending OMSCst 
It therefore is not surprising 
that, according to professor of 
health sciences Sharon 
Maiewski, "Tension headache|s 
are| by far the most common 
type of headache reported in 
college students. 
"People often describe this 
type of headache as a squeezing 
sensation or a tight band around 
the head" 
According to Web MD, 
although the intensity of the 
tension headache may vary 
throughout the day, the pain is 
nearly always present and 
lasts between 30 minutes to 
several days. 
Maiewski said if the tension 
headache lasts longer or occurs 
more often than 15 days per 
month, it is termed a chronic 
tension headache. 
Senior Helen Ha said, "I 
think I get tension headaches 
when I've been doing some- 
thing for too long, like writing a 
paper or studying." 
Linda Smith, head nurse of 
the University Health Center, 
said that tins 'ime of year espe- 
cially is linked to tension-type 
headaches. "There is definitely 
an increase in the number of 
see TENSION, page 5 
Aides urge tolerance 
Pakistani humanitarian aide speaks 
AN \{AW.'tollIttwtni/raphtr 
Paul Stock spoke of hi* with to spread Christianity In 
Pakistan during an InterVarsfty weekly meeting Friday. 
BY ASHLEY BERKHIMER 
contributing writer 
Dressed in authentic 
Pakistani garb, a humanitarian 
aide spoke Friday night about 
different religions and why he 
and his family cannot wait to 
go back to Pakistan, despite all 
the warring. 
Paul and Pat Stock, who start- 
ed up five schools in Pakistan, 
spoke to more than 300 students 
and faculty Friday night during 
InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship's weekly large group 
meeting   in   the   Health   and 
Human Services Building. 
"I just want to encourage 
everyone to not put all Muslims 
in one box," Paul Stock said, in 
his discussion of Pakistan, 
which is 97 percent Muslim . 
After the events of Sept.ll, 
Paul and Pat Stock's overseeing 
bishop in Pakistan decided it 
best for the couple and their 
four children to return to 
America. However, Paul Stock 
said they were going back to 
Pakistan in July. 
Paul Stock, who was born 
see AIDE, page 4 
Students walk for Relay for Life 
CHRIS LABZDA/iwffplwtoiimplitr 
Students complete laps around Brldgetorth Stadiums track to raise money for the American Cancer Foundation. 
Relay raises cancer funds 
BY LISA MARIETTA 
senior writer 
This past weekend hun- 
dreds of JMU students unit- 
ed to walk for a common 
goal. Together they walked 
to raise over $140,000 for 
cancer research through 
Relay for Life. 
Relay for Life is an 
overnight event that works to 
raise money for the Amencan 
Cancer Society. The event cel- 
ebrates the efforts of the vol- 
unteers' fund raising as well 
as those who have battled or 
survived cancer, according to 
the American Cancer Society 
Web site, www.cancer.org. 
JMU students walked from 
7 p.m. Saturday, April 13 until 
7 a.m Sunday, April 14. 
Wearing themed shirts of 
crescent moons and suns, 
the walkers blended in with 
the night, as they took 
strides around the 
Bridgeforth Stadium track 
at Godwin Hall. 
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...it makes me proud 
to be a Duke. 
— Bestsv VVachendorf 
Rela\ for Life event chair 
55 
Relay for Life event chair 
junior Betsy Wachcndorf 
said, "Last year there were 60 
to 70 teams here, but this year 
we have almost doubled to 
102 teams. If s only the begin- 
ning of the night, and the stu- 
dents have already raised 
over $100,000. If s just unbe- 
lievable that students are 
doing this, and it makes me 
proud to be a Duke." 
Master of ceremonies sen- 
ior Holly Griffin said that 
many donations have not 
come in yet from local busi- 
nesses, and after their addi- 
tion the total should be just 
over $150,000. 
Participants shared in the 
dream that their support 
and funds would help to 
eliminate cancer by provid- 
ing researchers with the 
monetary   means  to  seek 
alternative cures. 
According to the Relay for 
Life brochure, "The 
American Cancer Society has 
already funded 31 Nobel 
Prize-winning researchers 
who have helped save count- 
less lives from cancer." 
To accomplish this goal 
teams of eight to 15 people 
set camps near a track at local 
schools and fairgrounds 
across the country. 
At least one person from 
each team walks on the track 
at all times during the 12-hour 
event. The national event is 
held on various nights 
throughout the year, accord- 
ing to the Relay for Life Web 





BY CLINT SMKDLEY 
contributing writer 
The Write On! contest has 
come to a close and the win- 
ners are in. 
Sponsored by the College of 
Arts and Letters, the Writing 
Program, WMRA, First Year 
Involvement / Residence Life 
and the Harrisonburg Daily 
News-Record, the contesf s cate- 
gories included three levels: 
freshman/sophomore, jun- 
kir/senior and graduate, with 
first, second and third places 
awarded in each category. 
According to Janette 
Martin, chair of the contest, 
first place winners get $200 
each, second place winners 
receive $100, with third place 
recipients getting $50. 
"We're very happy to see 
so much variety coming in." 
Martin said. "It's very difficult 
to sift through for nine final- 
ists. We wish more people 
could win." 
-6 6  
It's very difficult to sift 
through for nine 
finalists. We wish more 
people could win. 
— Janette Martin 
contest chair 
-99 
Sweatshop speakout Chapter dissolves SAE 
Charter revoked amid hazing controversy 
Al DREYWHJ lAMS/wmif ;**•!'<**" 
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON 
news editor 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra- 
ternity, which allegedly hazed 
its pledges last semester, had 
its national charter revoked 
April 3 and its JMU charter 
revoked Feb. 12. 
"Having known the group, 
they were a very enthusiastic 
group," said Alex Redmond, 
coordinator of publications for 
SAE's national headquarters. 
"But their enthusiasm was just 
a bit misdirected." 
According to Harrisonburg 
Police Sgt. Kevin Lanoue, on 
Nov. 27,2001, police responded 
to a call at the SAE house, 660 
Walnut Lane. Lanoue said six 
victims were found who 
received some type of bodily 
harm. When found by police, 
the victims were covered with 
some foul material and had 
duct-taped rags over their eyes, 
according to Lanoue. 
The chapter had been on 
suspension, unable to have 
functions or induct its pledge 
class, until Feb. 12 when the 
-66  
I think the hearing 
board has 
demonstrated a lack of 
tolerance for hazing. 
— Sheila Williams 
Iralemily/sororily life coordinator 
InterFraternity 
Council/Panhcllenic 
Council /Judicial Hearing 
Board revoked SAE s frater- 
nity status at JMU, according 
to Sheila Williams, fraterni- 
ty/sorority life coordinator 
"I think the hearing board 
has demonstrated a lack of toler- 
ance for hazing" Williams said. 
On Feb. 13 two SAE mem- 
bers, seniors Daniel Manner 
and Ted Price, were acquitted 
of hazing charges in 
Rockingham District Court due 
to lack of evidence. The univer- 
sity then began its own investi- 
gation, according to Fred 
Hilton, director of university 
communications. 
According to Williams, in 
its closed judicial hearing Feb. 
12, the IFC/Panhellenic 
Council judicial board voted to 
revoke SAE's chapter recogni- 
tion. Then, according to 
Williams, "Vice President for 
Student Affairs Mark Warner 
supported Student 
Organization Services in their 
see SAE, page 4 
According to Martin, two 
professors and one student 
judged the entries. "We look for 
real writing standards: clarity, 
organization, correctness," 
Martin said. Other judging cri- 
teria, according to Martin, 
included "originality in the 
expression of the thesis, if 
sources are used effectively and 
personal voice — the student's 
voice — in the paper conveys 
attitude, tone, personality and 
thoughtfulness." 
Senior Erika Shemoff took 
first place in the junior/senior 
category with her essay 
"Localism in College Radio." 
Shernoff said that from her 
experience working at the 
JMU radio station, WXJM, for 
four years she had plenty of 
substance for her paper. It 
detailed the origins of college 
radio and its impact. She said 
she learned a lot during her 
experience but was surprised 
to find how important a role 
college radio plays in shaping 
music trends. 
Senior Jason Bauer, second 
in the junior/senior category, 
said he wrote "Blood of 
Patriots," as his "analysis of 
anti-government militia 
groups and other right-wing 
extremists." 
Bauer also works at the FYI 
writing center for freshmen in 
Huffman Hall. "I think the con- 
test is a great idea from the 
writing program to help stu- 
see WHITING, page 5 
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
MONDAY, APRIL 15 
• College Republicans meeting, 8 p.m.. Taylor 402 
TUESDAY, APRIL 16 
H MM t ir,U' K! H.ivc fun and help your community. 
Circlo K meed every Tuesday al 6 p.m., Taylor 305. For more 
information, contact Amy at aktrams@aol.com 
WENDNESAY, APRIL 17 
•  Madison Society's general meetings, 8 p.m., Taylor 400 
Softball vs. Coppin State University, 2 p.m. 
i  Baseball i> West Virginia University, 3 p.m. 
•  Habitat for Humanity final general meeting, 5 p.m., meet 
on the Quad and hear about next fall's house build, for more 
information, visit innv jmu.edu/orgs/habital/ or contact Sheryl 
at swetisosl 
• EQUAL meeting, 6 to 7 p.m., Taylor 309 
• Come |oin the ski club at JMU. Meetings are the first and 
third Wednesdays of the month, 7 p.m. in the Airport Lounge 
of Warren Hall, for more information, email imuskiclubOhol- 
mail.com 
• CARE weekly meetings, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for more infor- 
mation, contact Erin Strine at strineem 
• EARTH meeting, 7 to 8 p.m., Keezell C-l 
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: 
E-mail Khalil of The Breeze at garriokp with the information 
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.) 
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday 
for a Thursday issue. 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
POLICE LOG 
B>  K.IMBER1.Y MeKi \/ll 
police lug reporter 
Non-studenl Travis P Gahm, 23, 
of Harnsonburg was charged with 
possession of marijuana at the inter- 
section of South Main Street and 
Warsaw Avenue Apnl 11 at 11:20 
p.m. 
During a traffic stop, the subject 
allegedly was driving with a suspend- 
ed license 
In other matters, campus police 
report the following: 
Petty Larceny 
• A JMU employee reported an 
unknown person removed a calcula- 
tor from Burruss Hall between April 5 
at 5 p.m. and April 8 at 2 p.m 
• A JAC card reportedly was stolen 
from a vehicle in E-lot April 9 at 
11:30 a.m. 
Obstruction of Justice 
• Brian D. Holt, 20, of Frederick. 
Md. was charged with obstruction of 
lustice in Godwin Hall April 11 at 
6:47 p.m. 
Recovered Property 
• 12 peep holes were recovered 
April 10 at 9:30 p.m. The incident 
occured March 30. and the property 
appeared on a desk in the Eagle Hall 
staff office 
Number of Drunk-in-Public charges 
since Aug. 25: 114 
Number ol parking tickets issued 
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How to pace a classified Come to 7he Breeze 
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Cost $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each 
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10 
per column inch 
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon 
Tuesday for Thursday issue 
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The 
Breeze office 
NEWS 
SCOM conference 3 
Greek sing 3 
OPINION 
Many students not aware of funding 
restrictions                                            7 
Darts & Pats 7 
Reflections on college experience 7 
Spotlight: What was your biggest 
surprise this week? 8 
Men given opportunity to support 






Avoid distraction Just study 11 
STYLE 
Battle of the bands 13 
Shopping    around for mature 
audiences only 13 
Casey Blake 14 
"Changing Lanes' movie review 14 




Sports beat 17 
j£^ We Can Fix It! 
774 E  Markel Si 
Harnsonburg. VA2280I 
(540) 432-0280 
I Wc can repair ALL brands of bikes 
Come in A check out our Fall Specials 
Close to campus - down the hill from Papa John's 
.     0L    Carousel 
r- m-,       Stained 
Glass & Gifts 
Rc-gistcr for Saturday 
make it-take it classes 
or beginner classes. 
DAYS AND EVENINGS. 
434-3433 
7»5 B, Market St. Harnsonbum 
Tucs-Sat 10-5 or by appointment 
He*' Collegiate 
Stained Glass Panels 
We can special order 





Featuring 1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms! 
Very Economic & Close to Campus. 
Includes HEAT, Water, Sewer & Trash 
Starting at $175 per Bedroom! 
Virginia Dermatology & Maxillofacial Surgery 
540-434-DERM (3376) 
Acne   • Skin Problems   • Cosmetic Skin Care • Psoriasis 
• Medical & Surgical Treatment of Skin Cancer • Lupus • 
• Melanoma • Eczema • Moles • Warts • Herpes 
•   All Insurance Plans Filed • New Patients Welcome • 
3360 Emmaus Road 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
1 Block from the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles in Front of Grace 
Covenant Church.   Providers for Trigon, Southern Health, Medicare. 
SKYDIVE! 
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and 
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE 
Freefall almost a minute 
from the area's largest and 
salest skydiving aircraft from 
2 1/2 miles high on your 
first skydive 
JMU student discounts 
1 (877) DIVE SKY 
348-3759 
(540) 943-6587 "^S^ " 
complete information is on: wvvw skydiveoranqe.com 
Come Do»n f 
Tues.April 9th 
Jimmy 'O 






Huge Sandwich Menu 
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95 
Smokehouse Burger $5.25 
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25 
Salads 
All you can eat 
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99 
Grilled Hot Dog & Fries 
Combo $1.95 
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■ Greek Week 
Find out who won this 
year's Greek Sing. 
see story below 
"... You realize how much 
time everyone puts into it and 
how much talent there is ... " 
NICOLE TURNER 
senior, ZTA member 
see story below 
Communications conference discusses several topics 
SCOM 381 students, speakers relate communication, social justice 
BY KHAI.IL GARRIOTT 
assistant nswa tabor 
This year's 24th annual 
Communication Evaluation 
Conference tixik place April 9 
through 11, highlighting .\ 
semester's worth of research for 
some School of Communication 
Studies students 
Entitled       'Peace      and 
Conflict: Communication and 
Social Justice," the confer.mi B 
is part of the requirements (or 
students in SCOM MM 
(Communication Critk i-m | 
SCOM 381 is an advanced 
research class for communua 
tion students, and each stu 
dent wrote I 17-20-page papef 
■bout a topic relating to the 
theme of the COflfefl 
"Issues pre i nte I it Ih  
ference were ol great interest t<> 
students from many other 
departments, not just conmnmi- 
cation students," said scnloi 
t hristi  < .irter, one of the  stu- 
dent presenters. 
rillftlH from several BCS> 
demit departments at |MU 
wan part of the panel of judges 
which listened to each student's 
presentation and provided use- 
ful criticism. Some of the topics 
presented included reactions to 
Sept II, the movie "Shrek," 
Supreme Court justices, rap 
music and   the  role of  female 
athletes In society 
I 'tit-   of   the   panel   judges, 
Bernardo Attias. associate pro- 
it- • i ol lomituiimation studies 
at ( alifonna State University- 
Northridge. presented the 
keynote address to a packed lec- 
ture room in the ISAT/CS 
building last Tuesday. I lis lecture 
kuked off the week's events, and 
all SCOM 240 (Processes ol 
Human Communication) stu- 
wen roquired to attend it 
and   one  other  session.   Attias' 
ipeech was entitled "Avis of 
Ignorance   Public  Address and 
the W.ir on Terrorism." 
Students and faculty alike 
were impressed with the way 
Attias delivered his main points 
and discussed topics relevant to 
most of the JMU community. 
"With such a sensitive topic, 1 
thought that Dr. Attias did a 
great job of making us (students) 
realise that we cannot forget 
about Sept. II or terrorism," said 
sophomore Amy Zavrel, a stu- 
dent in Anne Gabbard-Alley's 
» > IM 240 class. 
"I think he gave people a 
lot of ideas to think about; it 
seemed to strike a responsive 
chord with the students (in 
attendance]," said College of 
Arts and Letters Dean 
Richard Whitman. "There 
were some spirited questions 
afterward that stimulated 
some good thought 
I he conference was direct- 
ed by Melissa Aleman, SCOM 
381 professor. Six student pre- 
Fraternities, sororities show off 
musical talents in annual Greek Sing 
BY LAUREN YORK 
senior u rit, t 
Greeks and nan (iiveks alike 
packed Godwin Hall's Sinclair 
Gymnasium Thursday to sup 
port their friends and reel 
organizations .it Gfeefc Sing, the 
highlight of Greek Week. 
Eleven sororities and frater- 
nities particpated in Greek Sing 
tins year, which closed with the 
Alpha Kappa Alpha step show 
According to Greek Sing 
Chair sophomore [illian Mao&Y, 
each organization performed a 
"five-minute show with different 
themes. Each perform.nue 
included a range of songs, 
dancers, soloists and a synchro 
nized chorus on risers 
For sororities, Sigma Kappa 
won first place, Sigma Sigma 
Sigma won second place and 
Zeta Tau Alpha won third. 
Sigma Kapp.i did s noatal 
gic New York City perform- 
ance titled "SK In the City." 
They opened with theme 
music from the MHO show 
"Sex and the City," while 
dancers on the floor bustled 
around playing basketball. 
shopping, pushing baby 
strollers and talking on the 
streets of New York City. 
I he girls in the ri* 
:red, white and blue 7 shuts 
and stood in the shape ol an 
American flag. Their props 
included large cut outs of a 
family, a subway map, taxi 
cabs and shopping bags 
Sigma Kappa also won the 
award for most cre.it iw 
£orority performance and 
Jwst floor choreography. 
First   place   tor   tratermlies 
went to Delta (iii foi "Delta 
Chi Rock City." Thai began by 
mimicking Tom Cruise in 
VRisky Business' with QTM 
brother running and sliding In 
his socks, boxers and button 
tlown shirt to Bob Setter's 
^Old lime Rock and Roll." 
Two   brothers   on    guitar 
played      Don      Maclean's 
"American Pie" tor their solo. 
They then switched gears and 
did their own version of 
"Wayne's World" with two 
brothers    dressed    as     Dana 
( arvey and Mike Meyers 
Delta Chi won the award for 
most creative fraternity per- 
formanot. 
>nd place for sororities 
went to Tri-Sigma for "Sigma 
Safari." I'ri Sigma started with 
Elton lohn's Circle of Life," 
with the Boot dancers each 
waving around large elephant, 
zebra and lion cut outs. Their 
risers were in synch and loud, 
thus winning them the award 
i her i ii . i   holography 
The group's  enthusiasm 
and preparation also helped 
them win the award for 
showmanship. 
u 
You could tell a lot of 
hard mirk went into this. 
— Andrea Innes 
Greel Week Puhhciiv Chair 
sophomore 
■ ?r 
'In Sigma president junior 
less, | niton said, "Choosing 
the theme is .always a big 
ordeal becauM it cant be any- 
thing similar to anyone else or 
pasl      years'      themes       We 
thought the safari theme was 
different, and thai is what was 
most important." 
Second place tor fraterni- 
ties went to Theta Chi for 
"I'artv Hoppin'." They had 
brothers in the risers and 
floor dancers who were coor- 
dinated uilo two groups with 
matching outfits 
They started with a guitar 
solo of Dave Matthews 
Band's "( rash Into Me," and 
then went into three different 
party scenes. Theta Chi won 
the awards for best show- 
manship, audience appeal 
and best vocals. 
Third place for sororities 
went to ZTA for "2TA across the 
USA." ZTA's dancers per- 
formed a record eleven songs in 
their five minutes and props 
included road signs, cactuses 
and highrise building cut outs. 
ZTA member senior Nicole 
Turner said, "I'm sad that it's my 
last (Greek Sing] I've done it for 
four years now. Watching Greek 
Sing, you realize how much time 
everyone puts into it and how- 
much talent there is in the soror- 
ities and fraternities." zTTA won 
the award for audience appeal. 
Third place for fraternities 
went to the brothers of AKL. 
\KI came up with an origi- 
nal duo performance, "Bliz- 
ast from the Piz ast," by 
brothers senior Zach Wheeler 
,\nd sophomore Dan Morris. 
Morris played guitar and 
Wheeler played piano for the 
entire skit, even though solos 
are usually less than a minute 
and a minor part of the entire 
performance. Songs performed 
m the duo included Bob 
Dylan's "All Along the 
VVakhlower" and the Door's 
"Light My Fire." 
Other notable performances 
were Delta Delta Delta's 
"Welcome to the Tri-Delt 
West," Delta Gamma's, "I I o\ e 
DG," Alpha Sigma lau s 
"Where da' Party At," and 
Alpha Sigma Alpha's ASA — 
Rockin For A Century." 
Alpha PM's "Alpha Phi-ver" 
was awarded best solo, which 
was performed by sophomore 
Lacy Dai ley who sang a rendi- 
tion of Peggy l^ee's 'lew i 
< Ireek Week Publicity Chair, 
sophomore Andrea Innes said, 
"I think all the chapters did real 
ly well. You could tell a lot of 
,,Mam: jut.-1 
Greeks tug for 2002 seniority, bragging rights 
II 5SH WMtKhK/ttrnmlmttniiplh-i.iv,ip/>,r 
Members of Alpha Phi sorority participate in a tug-of-war Friday at Godwin Field. This year's 
Greek Week ended with Delta Chi fraternity and Alpha Phi emerging victorious. 
sentations were given last 
Wednesday and Thursday in 
Taylor 404, on a variety of 
subjects ranging from 
American educational sys- 
tems to women in the media. 
Sponsored by Whitman 
and the College of Arts and 
letters, the conference was 
co-directed by juniors Molly 
Williams and Sarah Bradley. 
Bach presentation was 
judged by at least five critics, 
comprised of Attias and pro- 
fessors from the School of 
Media Arts and Design, kine- 
siology, SCOM, English, 
learning resources, health sci- 
ences, sociology, anthropolo- 
gy and history departments. 
Kathy Clarke, a represen- 
tative from Carrier Library, 
and Teresa Gonzales, associ- 
ate vice president of academ- 
ic affairs, also were critics 
After Thursday's final pres- 
entation, conference organiz- 
ers gave closing remarks and 
top paper awards. 
Formerly an instructor in the 
department of rhetoric and 
communication at Temple 
University, Attias teaches and 
writes in the areas of cultural 
studies, rhetorical theory and 
criticism, social change and free- 
dom of speech The majority of 
his work is focused on the polit- 
ical economy of mass mediated 
events, including the Gulf War, 
the politics of psychoanalysis, 
rhetoric and politics of hip-hop 
culture and the drug war Attias 
recently has been at the fore- 
front of the move to integrate 
new technological resources 
into the educational process. 
Zavrel also attended one of 
the Thursday presentations, enti- 
tled "Imagining Womanhood: 
Social (Injustice?," featuring 
Amy Broadfoot, seniors Jessica 
Akey and Jennifer Ackerman and 
sophomore Lesk-y Pinkerton. 
"I thought it was very inter- 
esting — it put new ideas into 
my head that I hadn't thought 
about before," she said. 
SCOM professors Eva 
McMahan and Grant Clarke, 
Nancy Gray and Hope 
Thompson also helped organize 
this year's conference. 
Other presenters included 
Carter, Williams, Bradley, 
Broadfoot, Akey, Ackerman, 
Pinkerton, Jami Saunders, seniors 
Rita Anyang-Kusi, Barbara 
Shuler, Andrew Wilson and 
Susan Hice and juniors Eva 
Olsen, l^ura Cooney, Alison 
Rothschild, Adam Dowdy, Nikki 
Fratantoroand Becky Guerreiro. 
Whitman was pleased 
with the overall success of 
the conference. 
"I think it went very well 
overall, it was very organized 
and there was a tremendous 
turnout for the keynote speak- 
er," Whitman said. 
Senior ISAT majors propose solutions 
SARAH Hm/Jaattphmigmphrr 
Senior Randl Puffenberger presents her study on deforestation and groundwater Issues 
Friday during the sixth annual ISAT senior project symposium. More than 80 technology- 
related protects proposed solutions to real-life problems In business and Industry. 
Professor uses food to teach 
students about chemistry, biology 
BY GAR\ ROBBINS 
The Orange County Register 
A paper plate brimming 
with an exotic food sits on a 
desk. Students sense a tasty 
treat is in the offing. Professor 
Arthur kinder sees a chemistry 
lesson in the making. 
I under passes the plate 
around for inspection and waifs 
until several students in his 
"Science in the Kitchen" class 
examine it before he tests their 
minds anil stomachs. 
"You're looking at Dinuguan 
stew Its a hhpiuo dish. ' says 
Lander, who wears a creamy- 
white toque, or chefs hat, as he 
leads one of the most popular 
new courses at the University of 
» ahiornia, Irvine. 
"I ooks like chivolate, but it 
isn't. Anyone know what makes 
Dinuguan so thick?" 
I he student holding the 
plate pauses in suspicion, and 
the room falls quiet until some- 
one in the hack says,  'Blood'' 
' I hat's right blood " laces 
wrinkle in disgust. 
"And why does the stew 
contain blood?" 
Because blood isathit kener?" 
"And why isbkiod a mickener>' 
"Because blood is mostly 
made t>f proteins?" 
"And how do you make 
blood coagulate?" 
"By heating it*" 
lander steps back and 
beams, momentarily taking his 
eyes off the tofu he's cooking 
over a Bunsen burner. 
He explains his feelings later. 
saying, "This is what it's about. 
Getting mostly non-science 
majors to learn about chemistry 
and biology. You can do it if the 
subject is food. F-veryone's inter 
ested in food." 
-44- 
You can do it if the 
subject is food. 
Everyone's interested 
in food. 
— Arthur Lander 




lander, chairman of the 
department   of   developmental 
and cell biology  created  the 
course List year with fellow cell 
biologist Salme Taagapcra. The 
- lass took t>ff likea hot new bistro 
More than 250 students 
applied for admission to this 
Winter's edition of "Science in 
the Kitchen," even though fhe 
workload is daunting. 
The 89 in the class must 
come up with food experi- 
ments that involve the three 
key phases of analytic sci- 
ence: hypothesis, prediction, 
experimentation. 
The experiments come at the 
end tif a course in which Stu- 
dents study the chemical or bio- 
logical nature of everything 
from soup to nuts. 
The homework prepares 
them for the stream of questions 
the, face in class, such as, "Why 
is soy sauce brown?" or "How 
does yeast live on starch?" 
Taagapera and Lander 
teach different segments of 
the course. Lander can't teach 
full time because of adminis- 
trate and research obliga- 
tions But the subject is never 
t.ir from his mind. 
"Cooking is the best way I 
know of to produce something 
that is simultancouslv a work of 
art, an affirmation of soen.e 
and a way lo people's hearts," 
said Lander, 43. 
He began k'aming to cook at 
age I \ as much out of need as 
desire, l-ander complained con- 
stantly about how poorly his 
mother, Khtxla, cixiked, leading 
het to say in exasperation, "Fine. 
I quit. You do it." 
He thrived on the chal- 
lenge, concocting such meals 
as omelets flavored with 
shredded chicken. 
"Arthur was nouvelle 
before nouvelle was nou- 
velle," says his brother. I n 
Lander, a world-renowned 
geneticist at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. 
Lander leavens his lectures 
with history and humor. 
"It's fun to see him put 
things in his mouth," said 
Mary keledjian, a student. 
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SAE loses chapter, national charters 
SAE, from pugt11 
Organization Services in their 
dcdatal to remove SAE's club 
recognition." Warner w.is nni 
avaiHtla for comment 
Redmond Mid the nation.il 
organization "pretty much |uM 
followed the university's lead," 
and on April 3 voted unani- 
mously to close the chapter. 
According to Thomas G. 
Goodale, eminent supreme 
recorder for SAE's national 
chapter, "The Supreme Council 
of Sigma Alpha Fpsilon fraterni- 
tj rotad unanimously to close 
the chapter due to risk manage- 
ment violations," 
In addition to risk manage 
ment concerns. Redmond attrib- 
uted the decision to "financial 
delinquency to us (not paying 
national dues) and poor univer- 
sity relations." 
Regarding the "poor univer- 
sity relations," Redmond said, 
"I am aware of the on-going bat- 
tle between the Greek advisor 
(Sheila Williams) there and the 
chapter" He said, "They didn't 
get along well, HUM,' WH MM 
i out, nti.ins situations " 
WUUama mid, "I don't think 
that I had .1 bad rel.ilinn-.hiop 
with SAI Certainly my rela- 
tionship didn't Improve alter 
that inudent happening 
JMU's haling policy states, 
"the university uncondition- 
al!) opposes am situation I "' 
ated intentionally to produce 
nient.il or physical discom- 
fort, embarrassment, harass* 
ment 01 ridicule," and refers 
to Virginia 'i Matute In defin- 
ing "hazing." 
Rednu.iul  raid   hazing  is 
"pretty (indefinable   I ran I say 
we have a great definition of 
ha/ing Hut there is none really." 
Williams said, 'Vou eould 
say the definition is broad You 
could make anything vou imag- 
ine into a hazing situation. 
"It may seem broad and 
vague.    Hazing   policies   are 
Intentionally bmad and vague 
People have problems with 
everything, but I don't think 
there's a need to change our 
hazing policy. 
"It was my personal belief 
that what took place in that 
house that night was definitely 
a violation ot the ha/ing policy." 
Williams said, "The find- 
ings of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, which dismissed the 
Charges against the individu- 
als accused of ha/ing, did not 
play an integral part in deter- 
mining the findings of the 
hearing board because of the 
differences in the two judicial 
systems. Also, the law talks 
about bodily harm, whereas 
the JMU policy is not limited 
to only bodilv harm." 
During the IFC/Panhellenic 
Council judicial hearing, 
Williams served as the accuser, 
and SAE President senior 
Michael Ulrkin represented the 
accused chapter. Larkin, who 
pled responsible on behalf of 
SAE for the charges, according 
to Williams, was unavailable 
tor comment. 
Williams, who showed up at 
the SAE house after the police. 
said she saw "men in boxers" 
who "appeared to be covered in 
some sort of food concoction. 
They were covered in just goo. 
"A food fight was happening 
and so they were covered in 
food. I was told by members of 
the fraternity that they put 
paper towels over their eyes 
and then they wrapped duct 
tape around their head." 
According to Williams, the 
proceedings of the hearing were 
behind closed doors and not 
public information. 
"SAE continually violated 
their Cease and Desist' order," 
Williams said. "Social ructions 
were taking place on a regular 
basis. They admittedly were 
uncooperative. They didn't 
want to say or do anything that 
would jeopardize their case." 
Williams said SAE chose not 
to appeal the decision, which 
they had a right to do. "I was 
surprised that they didn't 
appeal," she said. 
According to Williams, for- 
mer members of SAE's JMU 
chapter have to wait at least two 
years before they can reapply 
for status as an organization. 
Williams said, "They 
would also have to have sup- 
port of their national head- 
quarters as well." 
Redmond said he "couldn't 
even say" whether or not he 
thinks the former members 
will attempt to reopen the 
chapter, saying it's possible 
that they may just continue the 
chapter underground without 
official recognition. 
'That happens pretty often," 
he said. "It could happen." 
Williams said, "Other fra- 
ternities have continued 
operating, as underground 
organizations, even though 
they lost their chapter recog- 
nition. I don't consider them 
fraternities. I think they're 
drinking clubs. That to me is 
not what a true fraternity is. I 
don't see them giving back to 
their community." 
Williams said, "Whether 
or not SAE continues operat- 
ing underground or attempts 
to obey the ruling to regain 
charter status in the future is 
totally up to them. They'll 
have to completely cease all 
operations before we can 
consider giving back their 
recognition." 
According to Williams, "If 
they continue to operate under- 
ground, recruiting people to 
join an SAE organization, they 
could be sued for copyright 
infringement." 
According to Goodale, 
"Any attempt to remain 
'active' as a social organiza- 
tion of SAE will result (in) 
expulsion and disciplinary 
procedures from James 
Madison University." 
Redmond said, "There's 
nothing really that we can do (to 
enforce the members discontin- 
uing chapter association). We 
don't have a strong alumni 
presence in Harrisonburg. It's 
more up to the university." 
No members of SAE would 
comment on the situation. 
Aide speaks on life after 9/11 
AIDE, from page i 
Paul Stock, who was bom 
and raised in Pakistan, said he 
wanted "to let [all Muslims) 
know [his family) loves them." 
Stock lived in the United 
Matins until he completed his 
master's degree. Then he 
moved back to Pakistan, where 
he married his wife and they 
had their children. 
Upon returning to the States 
shortly after Sept. 11, the Stocks 
said they noticed an incredible 
amount of hatred toward 
Muslims. "It hurts me to see 
that." Paul Stock said. 
He said he wants to 
remind Americans that 
Osama Bin Laden's actions do 
not represent the ideas of all 
Muslims. "Just because (the 
United States) bombs 
Afghanistan, doesn't mean 
[all Americans) think they 
should," he said. 
The couple said they have 
three reasons why they want to 
go back to Pakistan. Paul Stock 
said he and his wife "believe 
that Jesus is the only way that 
you can be saved," and thev 
want to encourage others to be 
saved as well. 
Hindu gods came to 
kill sinners... Jesus 
came to seek and to 
save what was lost. 
- Paul Stock 
Hum 1i11t.1n.1n aide 
59 
Pat Stock added. That's wh) 
we're willing to live in this coun- 
try that could be hostile tout." 
They said the second reason 
is the Bible verse Matthew 28: 
19-20, which states, "a call on all 
believers ... to be able to share " 
Paul Stock slid this verse also 
contains God's promise that 
He is with us'til the end." 
Pal Stock said she always 
has "wanted to make a differ- 
ed e and she found that to be 
possible through Jesus. 
They said their third reason 
Liming to I'.ikisi.in is "to 
make our lives count" Paul 
Stock said he likes that he "can 
make a difference in lots of peo- 
ple s lives over llleie." 
In conjunction with the 
Church of Pakistan, the cou- 
ple works with the "Hindu 
tribal peoples in hopes of 
drawing them to Jesus Christ 
and to baptism 
As introduced by Mike 
Donahue, IntcrVarsity's large 
group coordinator, the humani- 
tarian aide workers supervise 
and run five schools in the 
Southern region of Sindh. 
According to Paul Stock, 
the schools, each a part of a 
Christian hostel supervised 
by Paul Stock, provide a 
place  for  tribal children to 
live, learn, and further grow 
in their Christian faith. 
Paul Stock said, "there's a 
lot of fear ... and no hope" at 
Hindu funerals. The couple 
said they hope that by bringing 
more Hindus to Christianity, 
the tribal people will find hope 
and assurance of going to heav- 
en after life on Earth. 
They said one driving 
point used when evangeliz- 
ing to the tribal Hindus is 
that "Hindu gods came to kill 
sinners ... Jesus came to seek 
and to save what was lost." 
According to Paul Stock. 
"Jesus came to resolve the 
problem of sin," unlike some 
Hindu gods who are very 
guilty of sins themselves. 
Student reaction to the talk 
was positive. Sophomore 
Carley Atkins said it was "cool 
hearing about someone who 
has put themselves in such a 
difficult situation after Sept. 11 
and is willing to go back." 
Night of song, dance 
renders talents, 
Greek Sing winners 
NIGHT, from page 3 
ot hard work went into this " 
According to Macey, pro- 
ceeds from Greek Sing were 
$5300 to be divided equally for 
the Pentagon Fund and the 
boundless playground to be 
built in Purcell Park. 
The winners of Greek Sing 
were awarded points toward 
their Greek Week totals, along 
with plaques for their chapter 
houses. The winners were 
decided by a panel of judges 
including Vice President of 
Student Affairs Mark Warner, 
Judicial Affairs administrator 
Josh Bacon, Center for 
Multicultural and International 
Student Services admministra- 
torZephia Bryant, UREC Fitness 
Director Kirsten Ryan, UREC 
Marketing    Director    Brooke 
Thompson and Off Campus Life 
Director Kathy Farvaer 
Macey said, "We had won- 
derful judges. Everything went 
very smoothly. 
"The improvement from all 
of the fraternities and sororities 
greatly improved this year and I 
was very pleased," Macey said. 
Also announced with the 
winners of Greek Sing were Mr. 
and Miss Greek. Miss Greek 
was AST senior Dre Sato, and 
Mr. Greek was Kappa Alpha 
senior Justin Richardson. 
Voting took place last week on 
the commons and was open to 
all students. 
On Friday at the conclusion 
of Greek Week it was 
announced that Alpha Phi and 
Delta Chi were this year's Greek 
Week winners. 
Dave is upset. 
Dave is really upset. 
Dave waited too- long before signing his 
lease at South View Apartments and 
his space was leased to someone else. 
We called Dave several times and he kept 
telling us he'd be in but never made it. 
We did the best we could for Dave and 
found a nice apartment for him but it 
wasn't his first choice. 
Don't get stuck like Dave. 
Come in to sign your lease while you 
still have choices. 
The Commons, South View and Stone Gate Apartments 
FREE ETHERNET, CABLE AND LOCAL TELEPHONE 
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing' Sign 
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE 
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year' 
1068 N Lois Lane 
431-0600 
www.lbjlimited.com 
The Commons •^*Vfc.«if>    stone Gate 
w W   i»J 1 * *\A South View   ■ "* "■I* M" 
Office Hours 
■   Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o pm 
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Relay for Life raises $140,00 to battle cancer 
REIAY, from page 1 
site uwuKrelmfforhfexrrg. 
Relay for Life is a communi- 
ty event open to all those who 
are interested in participating. 
Team members are asked to 
raise at least $100 pnor to the 
walk, which sets each team with 
a little over $1,000 raised. 
Junior Sarah Rudman said, 
"This is our biggest event for 
the Madison Honor Club. We 
do a lot of other services in the 
community, but this is some- 
thing that we all can do togeth- 
er to unify our group for the 
cause. It's such a great feeling to 
see all of these other teams from 
different clubs out here as well." 
The participants were from 
all different organizations such 
as the Student Duke Club, 
Young Life, Delta Delta Delta, 
Sports Club Council, Student 
Ambassadors and the 
Canterbury Episcopal Church. 
Each team set up a tent in 
designated positions around the 
outer perimeters at Godwin 
field Iriese campsites acted as 
central points for teams to meet. 
n-st MM! store their belongings. 
At 7 p.m. participants 
assembled at the north end of 
Bridgeforth Stadium to wait for 
the evening to begin. 
Relay for Life kicked off with 
the welcome address given by 
Donna Harper, the executive 
assistant to JMU President 
Linwood Rose. She said, "Some 
part of each of you will live on 
because you participated 
tonight." She proceeded to 
introduce Griffin. 
Griffin delivered an inspira- 
tional story to the attendees. 
They listened to Griffin recount 
her battle with Hodgkin's 
Disease (cancer of the lymph 
nodes) at the age of 18. "I didn't 
think it could happen to me ... 
When you're 18 years old, you 
just don't think you could have 
cancer I had a lot to do and still 
have a lot to do," Griffin said. 
Griffin said shortly after her 
acceptance letter to JMU, she 
went to her family doctor to 
receive her health examination 
for the JMU health form. The 
physician  felt  her  neck  and 
noticed a lump the size of a golf 
ball. When she was told she had 
cancer, Griffin said she knew her 
life would never be the same. 
She said, "Come August, all 
of my friends went off to col- 
lege and 1 was on hold, fight- 
ing to live. But I learned how- 
to laugh at the things I was 
going through." 
-6 6  
Relay for Life means 
the world to me. 
— Sally Rumbley 
cancer survivor 
-*9 
In December 1998 her cancer 
was declared in remission, and 
she has been cancer free for 
three years, she said. 
At the completion of her 
speech, the cancer survivors 
present were awarded with 
medals and did a lap around 
the track to Destiny Child's 
"Survivor." A teary-eyed audi- 
ence watched 29 survivors from 
ages 4 to 80 walk together with 
their head and hearts held high. 
Cancer survivor Sally 
Rumbley, a junior, said, "Relay 
for Life means the world to me. 
It's great to see my fellow peers 
out here cheering each other on 
in the rain." Rumbley is a 15 
year survivor of thyroid cancer. 
Participant junior Michelle 
Poindexter said, "(Cancer is) 
such a serious issue, and some 
don't get that until they hear the 
speeches, and it's amazing. I am 
very proud to be a JMU student 
right now." 
The overall feelings of pride, 
accomplishment and empathy 
warmed the stadium as the 
Relay for Life staff started the 
Luminaria Ceremony at 9 p.m. 
Part of the Relay for Life tradi- 
tion is to honor those who sur- 
vived their battles and remem- 
ber those who didn't. 
Hundreds of bags were 
arranged in the stadium se.itv 
spelling out "JMU CARES." 
Each   luminaria   was   lit   to 
remind and inspire the walk- 
ers that the fight for cancer is 
real and touches every person, 
The palely-lit bags personified 
the lives lost. 
To lighten the mood with 
celebration, the evening contin- 
ued with pictures with the 
Duke Dog, midnight snacks 
donated by Buffalo Wild Wings, 
Brooklyn's Deli and Domino's 
Pizza, the harmonizing voices 
of the campus a capella groups 
and much more. 
Team Canterbury member 
lunior Ben Brennan said, "I am 
just here doing my little part to 
fight cancer and have fun. I will 
tvtfl be in the Miss Relay 
Pageant tonight. I can't believe 
the extremes I'll go through to 
fight cancer, even if it means 
dressing in drag." 
At the conclusion of the 
night, teams huddled together 
as the Relay for Life staff pre- 
sented awards for best-themed 
campsite and announced the 
grand total of this year's second 
annual Relay for Life — just 
over $140,000. 
Many were impacted emo- 
tionally by Saturday night's 
events. Sophomore Lindsay 
Crouch, a member of the 
Student Duke Club team, said, 
"Tonight was for the future 
and the past, because cancer 
affects everyone." 
Phi Epsilon Kappa team 
member sophomore Kate 
Parker said, "I just hope that 
next year will bring an even big- 
ger turnout with more people, 
funds and fun." 
Brennan said, 'Tonight gave 
me the opportunity to do some- 
thing about my future and for 
others. Knowing that I made a 
difference really feels great." 
Combined with the efforts of 
the JMU Relay for Life, the 
event staff hopes that the goal of 
$500,000 will be met after the 
Harrisonburg and Rockingham 
County Relay for Life May 10 
and 11 at the Rockingham 
County Fairgrounds 
JMU's third annual Relay 
for Life is scheduled for 
April 12 and 13, 2003 at 
Bridgeforth Stadium. 
Tension headaches induced by stress 
TENSION, from page 1 
student visits to the (health cen- 
ter] with tension and anxiety- 
related   symptoms   prior   to 
exams," Smith said. 
The Health Center provides 
some relief of these headaches by 
administering Tylenol and 
ibuprophen. Both analgesics are 
made available through the Fast 
Track, which can be accessed both 
on the University Health Center's 
Web site wuwjmu.edufliealthctr 
and in the Health Center lobby. 
Smith said. 
The Fast Track system allows 
students to self-manage their 
tension headaches. By having 
treatments available in the 
lobby, students do not have to 
spend unnecessary time wait- 
ing to see a nurse. 
"We respect the time con- 
straints that students have 
with their schedules, so we try 
to provide a ready access to 
these headache preparations," 
Smith said. 
Some students choose to 
manage their tension 
headaches without the aide 
of the Health Center. When 
senior Lecia Finney is hit 
with a tension headache, she 
will "usually just take a nap 
and the headache will have 
disappeared by the time (she| 
wake[s| up." 
Other students, however, are 
not as fortunate. "(Tension 
headaches] are awful and they 
make me not want to do any- 
thing," junior Daniel I lummcl 
said. "I try to just relax in bed 
and take some Aleve, which 
usually works." 
According to Web MD, ten- 
sion headaches are best treated 
when symptoms are mild and 
in their beginning stages, 
before they become more fre- 
quent and painful. 
Medications such as Tylenol, 
Advil, Mi .ii in and Aleve gener- 
ally are recommended to treat 
tension-type headaches, accord- 
ing to InteliHealth 
(www.mteliheallh.com). 
66 
Chronic use of over- 
the-counter analgesics 
can actually make the 
headaches worse. 
— Sharon Maievvski 
health sciences professor 
95 
According to InteliHealth 
these medications only 
should be taken when neces- 
sary, with the smallest dose 
needed, as overusing such 
mediation can lead to more 
frequent headaches 
It!-. important to note that a 
clinician should evaluate 
chronic tension headaches, 
Maiewski said. "Chronic use of 
over-the-counter analgesics 
can actually make the 
headaches worse," she said. 
"Gentle range of motion 
exercises that help stretch 
and relax the neck muscles 
can be useful [in relieving the 
tension headache) as can 
applying moist heat across 
the neck and shoulders when 
one begins to feel tense," 
Maiewski said. "A massage 
can also help." 
In addition, Maiewski 
recommends getting plenty 
of sleep, maintaining a 
healthy diet and exercising 
regularly to help prevent 
tension headaches. 
For more information on 
tension-type headaches, visit 
umnv.uvbmd.com or The 




WRITING, from page 1 
dents recognize the crucial skill 
of writing," he said. 
Sophomore Georgia 
Hancock's "Question of 
Citizenship in the French 
Revolution" came in third. It 
takes a look at different lev- 
els of citizenship as applied 
to women, blacks and Jews 
during the French 
Revolution. Hancock said 
Michael J. Galgano, her 
History 395 professor, was a 
great help in her decision of 
the topic. 
In the freshman/sopho- 
more category, the winner 
was freshman Jennifer Karey 
with her essay "Hidden 
Victims." Coming in second 
was sophomore Erica 
Vautier's "Waiting to Wake." 
Third place went to sopho- 
more Jessica Wright, who did a 
study on the works of Sylvia 
Plath in "Sylvia Hath: Words 
Dropped from the Bee 
Mountain." An English major, 
Wright said she is a fan of 
Plath's works and wanted to 
explore more of her material. 
"I suppose in an odd way, 
my experiences with her writ- 
ing and my emotional 
response to it began to bleed 
over into the rest of my life," 
Wright said 
According to Wright, her 
professor, Jean W. Cash, gave 
her direction at first but knew 
when to step back and let her 
run with it. 
First place winner of the 
graduate category was Timothy 
Hack, who wrote "Shaping a 
Revolution: The Virginia 
County Committees of Safety" 
The second and third place win- 
ners in the graduate level were 
Stacey Schneider and Gregory 
Ke Herman. 
Last chance 
to prepare for 
the June exam! 
Kaplan LSAT prep at JMU starts May 7!!! 
Call today to register!! 
(Ask for course code LSCV2202) 




■LSAT is a registered trademark ol the Law School Admission Council 
INOVA HEALTH SYSTEM 
NURSING 
EMPLOYMENT FAIR 
EXPERIENCED NURSES • NURSING GRADUATES • NURSING STUDENTS 
FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 2002 »1 PM - 6 PM 
2990 Telestar Court. Falls Church, VA 22042 
Refreshments   •   Door Prizes 
JOIN THE TEAM HONORED NATIONALLY 
FOR CLINICAL EXCELLENCE! 
Excellence is reflected in the many national honors we've received 
including multiple America's Best Hospitals," and five "Top 100 
Hospitals" awards. Working Mother magazine names Inova Health 
System one of the nation's "Best Companies for Working Mothers" 
and the Washingtonian magazine recognizes us as "A Great Place to 
Work for Nurses." 
We offer flexible scheduling, very competitive salaries, 401 (k) 
matching plan, tuition assistance and free parking. 
• Fellowships/Internships in most specialty areas offered. • 
// you are unable to attend, please send your resume 
indicating position ot interest to the tacility of interest. 
INOVA ALEXANDRIA HOSPITAL 
lisa keyes@inova com 
Fax 703 504-32S5 
INOVA FAIRFAX HOSPITAL 
lynn teller @inova com 
Fax 703-698-2268 
INOVA FAIRFAX HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN 
ami INOVA FAIRFAX WOMEN'S CENTER 
alma stantield®inova com 
Fax 703-204-6078 
INOVA FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL 
colleen somerville@tnova com 
Fax; 703-391 3621 
INOVA MOUNT VERNON HOSPITAL 
joyce.rotondo@inova com 
Fax: 703 664-7304 
INOVA VNA HOME HEALTH 
chns grafton@inova com 
Fax 703-6429343 
INOVA COMMONWEALTH CARE CENTER 
barbara voorheis@inova.com 
Fax 703-293-2490 
INOVA CAMERON OLEN CARE CENTER 
barbara voorhels&umova.com 
Fax 703 293-2490 
INOVA EMERGENCY CARE CENTERS 
INOVA HEALTHPLEX 
barbara voorheisCoJinova com 
Fax 703 293 2490 
INOVATEMPS (Supplemental Suiting) 
diana stewan@inova com 
Fax: 703-645 2740 
For more information, please contact Emily Surman at (703) 205-2384 
or visit our website:  WWW.inOVa.org 
E INOVA HEALTH SYSTEM 
E0E.Pt»#mpioyment drug Kf Mnmg r«qu*ed 
OAItHOUSt HOAD 
Rl.50 LEE HWY 
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SOFTBALL 
Officiat Opening (Day! 
Tirst season at JMVl 
Saturday, April 13, 1 p.m. 





NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY 
$25 Unlimited Until Graduation 
(expires 5/3/02) 
Gift Certificates Available 
30 Beds in Total 
The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg 
'ML 
Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center 
next to Little Caesar's Pizza 
433 - 9989 
SALE  RUNS APRIL   1ST- APRIL 30TH! 






„, Save on all. 
Bluegrass music 
All month long! 
434-9999 
790-96 E MARKET STREET 
in Kroger Shopping Center) 
NIW * USED 
SPKUHflNGKHMOTOHWrmES ftVOCTS 
t SMAUIAK1S • PNOX'WU ones 
LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY! 
—n— 1— mmrnmraw «J*»^,'05T»WSI«'$'IU«I»KS 




First time ever at Mainstreet! 
DEATH METAL with a legendary band 
"MlHI 1] 
with guest 
Desolation"    "Sol Tribe"   & "Tormintsimprint 
Tickets on sale now at Mainstreet. Plan 9 Music a 




Never before seen in Virginia - 
A JMU spectacular! 
THE DAVE MATTHEWS COVER BAND 
with guest 
"Katie Grove" & "Jessica Crawford" 
All Dave's Music played to perfection by a nationally touring super tribute! 
Tickets on sale now at Mainstreet a Plan 9 Music in H'burg $8.00 Advance, 18 & Up! 
Mainstreet -153 South Mainstreet - Harrisonburg 
432-9963 
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IMUK 
"I suppose (his is the part 
where I follow tradition and 
act emotional ..." 
JULIE SPROESSER 
senior 
see story, below 
However, what most don't real- 
ize is that they are not paying 
for these buildings with their 
tuition money. 
see house editorial, below 
SlAFt.  R»IUN6  t^lSIPIBuncH 
c   o  <r«w 
roe 
JMu  EKF&n^'C'N 
Fee JMU 
iftWtyftls. 
HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
Many students not aware of funding restrictions 
Students are bombarded 
with the constant sound of 
bulldozers and dump trucks 
banging away as workers 
raise yet another multi-mil- 
lion-dollar building on this 
ever-growing campus. 
Compound that with the the 
March 22 Board of Visitors' 
decision to raise tuition by 9 
percent for in-state students 
and 10.2 percent for out-of- 
staters. It is enough to give 
anyone a headache. 
According to the Feb. 25 
issue of The Breeze, there are 
four major construction proj- 
ects currently underway. 
These are the construction of 
the new Lecolou Alumni 
Center, renovations to 
Gifford Hall, the construc- 
tion of the new bookstore 
and the expansion of the 
College Center. The addition 
to the College Center, which 
is to include a large multi- 
purpose room, added dining 
venues and more meeting 
rooms, is to be completed by 
graduation in May, accord- 
ing to the April 11 issue of 
The Breeze. 
Many may regard the 
on-going construction with 
bitterness as they imagine 
their tuition payments 
being funneled away into a 
new bookstore they don't 
want or an alumni center 
tlu'v think is useless. 
However, what most don't 
realize is that they are not 
paying for these buildings with 
their tuition money. Accord i ng 
to Towana MOOR1,assistant 
vice president for Business 
Services, the funding for 
these projects is generated 
through auxiliary dollars 
raised from sales, services 
and fees raised by the uni- 
versity, which cannot be 
used for educational pur- 
poses due to state account- 
ing rules. 
"What this means, for 
example, is mat we cannot 
UK parking revenues to hire 
new professors," Moore 
said. "The opposite is also 
true:   that   tuition   dollars 
charged to students to sup- 
port the educational opera- 
tion of the university cannot 
be used for auxiliary proj- 
ects." For example, tuition 
dollars cannot be used to 
build bookstores, renovate 
residence halls or expand the 
College Center, because 
these are considered auxil- 
iary projects. 
_66  
What this means, for 
example, is that we 
cannot use parking 




 9 9— 
According to Moore, 
none of the funding for the 
four construction projects is 
drawn from student tuition. 
The Leeolou Alumni 
Center's funding came from 
mainly private donors. "Mr. 
and Mrs. Steve Leeolou, 
JMU alums, provided a sub- 
stantial donation for the 
building," Moore said. 
Follett Higher Education 
Group, the company select- 
ed to operate JMU s book- 
store since May 1999, is foot- 
ing the $4 million bill for the 
construction of the new 
bookstore in the Godwin 
parking lot area, according 
to the Nov. 15, 2001 issue of 
The Breeze. Moore said, 
"Using these funds for any 
other purpose is not an 
option, as the $4 million is 
obligated by contract to be 
used for construction of the 
new facility." 
Funds for the renovation 
of Gifford Hall, part of an ort- 
Poing Bluestone Renovation 
Ian, were obtained by a 
capital appropriation from 
the state, Moore said. "The 





I think I'm supposed to hate 
this school. I'm supposed to 
despise the administration and 
their ill-thought decisions, their 
bureaucratic processes and 
good-old-boy-ways. A year as 
editor-in-chief of The Breeze 
should've made me cynical if 
nothing else, but I rarely 
expected the worst, and I rarely 
got the worst. I'd call that pret- 
ty optimistic considering I 
started in this position with the 
Board of Visitors threatening to 
cease all of JMU's financial sup- 
port to The Breeze. 
That crisis averted last June, 
I don't mean to imply that the 
year was a picnic — things in 
the media world do not come in 
pretty little baskets with check- 
ered tablecloths. Journalists are 
hunters and gatherers. It's a 
minute-by-minute search tor 
something real, something that 
will make the readers read, react 
or laugh. Something you can 
bring back to the rest of the com- 
munity. The hunt isn't so easy in 
the action packed Valley of won- 
der we live in here, but we keep 
doing it. 
We do it a little for the stu- 
dents, but on this campus, disre- 
garding the few of you who did 
more than scan the pictures on 
the front page today, few seem 
to care. We certainly don't do it 
for the faculty and administra- 
tion who never so much as bat 
the tiniest eyelash when the 
media outlets at JMU bring 
home prestigious awards, pro- 
duce quality art, host killer 
radio shows and so much more. 
I think we do it because 
despite negative impressions, 
stereotypes and bad apples, 
JMU is good people. Because if 
you separate that one adminis- 
trator from the pack and ask, 
him or her a few interview 
questions, you might find that 
amid tuition hikes, budget cuts 
and scornful faces they actually 
might care how the students are 
affected. Because if you sepa- 
rate any student from the pack 
and ask for an opinion, it's good 
to hear that on this dry, unfeel- 
ing campus, someone actually 
might have one. This is not cyn- 
icism, this is reality. 
Besides, I never could hate 
this school. This is where I 
watched Tibetan monks play 
soccer on the Quad, where I 
cried in poetry class with 13 
strangers about our families 
and life and death. This is 
where I was walking Sept. II 
-vith my ugly yellow sports 
Walkman headphones on. 
This is where I worked day 
after day with the best group 
of newspaper people I think 
I'll ever encounter. 
So I'm sappy and nostalgic 
— I'll stop when you find DM 
one senior three weeks to grad- 
uation out there who will tell 
me they're any different. 
I suppose this is the part 
where I follow tradition and 
act emotional and hand the 
reigns ever to the next editor 
who I know will do great 
things. Sadly, I've spent four 
years at this school, two of 
those at The Breeze, and I think 
it's just now that I've gotten 
the hang of it all — OK gotten 
the hang of some of it. 
I've learned a few profound 
truths, like that attending class 
actually may improve your final 
grade, that the grass near 
Newman lake is far from safe to 
sit in without a blanket and that 
you should never, ever attempt 
to cross the creek behind Mr. 
Chips on a rainy day, lest ruin 
your favorite pair of jeans. 
Then again, there are things 
that surprise me every time I 
encounter them, like the fact 
that your academic advisor will 
never know what you should 
take, so you should just pick 
some damn classes, that D-hall 
always will be insanely crowd- 
ed at 6:30 on a weeknight and 
that no issue of the newspaper 
will ever please everyone, no 
matter what. 
Being sappy and nostalgic 
when I sat down to write this, 
I made a list of things I'll 
always remember about this 
place, and a list of things, peo- 
ple and moments I'd rather 
forget. Take for instance the 
chair they let me paint at TDU 
despite my complete lack of 
artistic ability — no, I'm not 
telling you which one because 
it's amazing they haven't 
painted over it yet. I decided, 
during all of that remember- 
ing, that if success here is 
measured in the number of 
parking tickets you've 
earned or JAC cards you've 
had to replace, I am champi- 
on of the world. 
I am adding this honor to 
my resume today; copies of 
which will be delivered to the 
desks of many companies this 
week. The employers will all sit 
up straight in their chairs and 
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Flip I v Luca 
Alan Neckowitz 
"To the OTtM alone. < hcifuercd M il )> With ubit^s, the uvrld is 
indebted for all the triumph which have Ixnt gained by 
reasun and humanity oivr error and opprt$$iott " 
— fumes Miutiaon 
EDITORIAL  POLICY 
The In tine rditon.il rctlr. t- tin-opinion ol ■'»' r»ht"ii.il bond .1- .1 wholt, 'iul 1- QQ 
■rilyilicitpinnii.d .m\ IndMdwl H »tl RM ruKi nfrfl 
Editorial Board: 
Jcanine * u»-u tl 1 Travis Clinp-np-.l Je»*k* llanehurv 
Kditor ManaifuiE Klitor Opinion Kditor 
Letter* tn ilir rdilut InDuldhl HO BKM rli.m 500 MStj, Column -In ml.I br 
no more than K\V mnfci ndbodiwUlbtpublbnedoa ISJMOI wobble 
kin*. They mutt he delivered ID TJw BnV« r>v iwum TuMdlf <II Sp m Fn.l.iv 
TM Bhinr Mmi dw right to edit far darltr and i| K 
Tlie opinion- In this MOI u iK raflaa tht opinion of the 
.   I 1 >|- 1. tin. -t i(t, or J.iii*-* M.,.|iM.n UntVflflttl 
Darts 
Darts ct Pals are submitted anan\mou*l\ 
and printed on a space-avaihible basis. 
Submissions are based upon one person 1 
opinion of a given situation, person or event 
and do not necessarily reflect the tnah Pats 
Pat... 
A "my-kind-of-man" pat to the guy in 
Warren Hall who not only held the door lor inc 
but then struck up a very friendly conversation. 
Sent in by a freshman girl who was sorry you 
disappeared when site turned her hick but appre- 
ciative for the reminder that guys like you are 
still around 
E-mail darts and pats 10 hrcc/edpC"'hutninil com 
Dart... 
An "I-work-for -a -reason" dart to those JMU 
students who have omitted the word "tip" from 
their mental vocabulary. 
From a bartettder who tnakes less titan minimum 
wage so tvlies on tips and will make sun' your dnnk> .in' 
extm lomk next tune you imler tltem. 
Dart... Pat... 
A "now-that-you-destroyed-the-good 
ones-don't-forget-the-old-ones" dirt to who- 
ever decided that April II is too early to 
activate the tennis court lights. 
Sent in tyan avid tennis fan who already is 
emlwrassed by the poor condition of what 
courts are left after some uvre given up at the 
expense of a few parking spflCH 
A "thanks-formaking-a-beautiful-day-even- 
better" pat to the guy in the speedo who binned 
on the marching band field in front of HUWdfl 
Hall Thursday 
Sent in by the smiling girls of Hillside, who really 
enjoyed looking out their ivindows. 
Pat... Dart... 
A "thanksfor-notieciprocating" pal to 
the guy who I nailed in the (ace wilh my 
purse as he was jogging by the other night. 
S«if in by a girl who apologizes profusely 
that she actually hit you while making fun of 
Iterselffor almost hitting another runner about 
five seconds before and hopes that il didn't hurl 
too much. 
A "way-to-show-bad taste-andtum-a-trageiiy- 
into-an-inconsiderate-skit" dart to a certain sorori- 
ty Hut portrayed Sept 11 in its Creek Sing skit. 
Sen! in fry a New Yorker teho was divastated by 
S171I II and who knouts many victim and did not 
think it was appropriate 
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW GABE SLIFKA 
Men given opportunity to support female victims 
In the M.mh 2^ edition of 
The Breeze, there was ■> story 
.lbout in event called 'Tike 
Back the Night." The focul ol 
tins moving and emotional 
event vv.is to help survivors 
of sexual assault and rape 
and bring awareness to the 
community about the pain 
that these horrible acts cause 
Since I am a junior, and had 
attended the event last vear, I 
thought that I knew what I 
could expect. I entered the 
auditorium, and found a 
sert next to a friend In the 
back room. Once I sat down, 
I quietly began listening to 
one woman tell her storv. At 
the   conclusion,   amid   the 
applause, I began almost to 
break out into tears, for a 
reason I was not sure of until 
ami she finished speaking. 
The woman who I 
ken s<) \ Ibnutth and emotion' 
ally was a friend ot mine. I had 
known her lor almost a year, 
never knowing ot the horntic 
events thai had changed her 
life At once 1 felt compelled 
to (alk tO her and ask her 
win ^he did not come to me 
earlier But then almost auto- 
matically, I realized that this 
might he the forum of which 
She had wanted tO tell me. 
Previously Ul the week, she 
had asked me whether I was 
going to attend the event. 
My reply was simply, "yes." 
We then separated and went 
about our daily business of 
school and work. A few 
days later, she approached 
me and asked if I had heard 
her speak, teeing the 
answer In my face, we 
hugged each other. 
Tor this p.ist year, I have 
had the great honor of affiliat- 
ing myself with a group called 
1 in 4. This name comes from 
the alarming statistic that one 
in four college women has sur- 
vived rape or attempted rape. 
Most men never 
realized that their 
loved ones... have in 
some way been affected 
by experiences with 
sexual assault. 
1 in 4 is an all-male group 
that is dedicated to help stop 
incidents of sexual assault and 
rape       amongst       women. 
Throughout this year, I have 
been given the opportunity to 
speak to men's groups and 
dorms on campus about this 
difficult subject and hopefully 
to help change men's attitudes 
toward woman and sevual 
assault issues. 
Most men never realized 
that their loved ones, both at 
home and at school, have in 
some way been affected by 
experiences with sexual 
astaull Given such an alarm- 
ing statistic, many men ques- 
tion the validity ot the stud 
ies' findings. Unfortun.it.il) 
this Statistic is true and has 
been proven numerous times 
I suggest that you ask a friend 
what she has done this week 
to help protect herself from 
possible incidents of sexual 
assault You might find that 
many women will reply with 
answers such as she has 
called   a   friend   to  walk   her 
home, called the Campus 
Cadets or carried mace. The 
list is almost endless. 
Knowing that this issue 
affects all of us, what can we 
do to help stop these inci- 
dents of violence? 
The first step to help end 
sexual assault and rape is to 
educate yourself about this 
issue Fortunately, JMU and 
the surrounding community 
have several venues through 
which people can educate 
themselves im this topic. The 
Office of Sexual Assault 
Prevention, which is located in 
the University's Health 
t enter, the Women's Resource 
Center, and Citizens Against 
Sexual Assault of 
i lainsonburg & Rockingham 
are all places you can go to 
learn more. Also, JMU has an 
organization, Campus 
Usaull Response (CARE), 
which has a 24 hour hotline 
for people to call. They can 
be reached at x6411. 
In addition April 16 
through April 17, the men of 1 
in 4 will be holding a camp out 
on the commons to help bring 
awareness about sexual 
assault and rape. I would like 
to extend an invitation to all 
JMU students to stop by and 
educate themselves, ask ques- 
tions and find out how they 
can get involved in this strug- 
gle. Our goal for having this 
event is to inspire the JMU 
community to help end sexual 
assault and the suffering it 
causes. Please join us, and 
become a part of the solution 
against this appalling issue. 
We will have information 
about the resources that are 
available to you at JMU and 
will be willing to talk individ- 
ually to anyone. 
Gabe Slifka is a junior his- 
tory major. 
Construction funding explained 
cossim ( IIO\ frompagt? 
case to renovate Clifford 
Hall. We cannot use the 
money for am other purpose 
other   than   what   the   st.it.' 
approved the appropriation 
for," Moore said 
The expansion ot the 
College Center, currentlv 
Hearing completion, Is part of 
the 10-year-old CISAT master 
plan,   according   to   Moore. 
Like the Gifford Hali renova- 
tions, the CISAT project was 
funded by the use of a bond 
from the state Moore said the 
bond is repaid, not by using 
tuition money,  but through 
tees ,uul revenue generated 
by sales and services within 
the new facility 
Students may groan about 
tuition hikes and marvel .it 
how |\1l could build new 
facilities while freezing hir- 
ing of new professors. But 
they should keep in mind 
that the administration's 
hands are tied when it comes 
to reappropnating these 
funds Tor the time being, the 
state continues to deem it 
more useful to fund new 
building projects than to pa) 
its educators and provide 
affordable higher education 
to its residents. 
Former editor plans life after college 
FORMER, from 
marvel at my prcrfmnxl msighte 
about JMU, my record number of 
JAC cards owned. They will call 
me next week and I II have to 
cancel my soccei game with 
the monks logo ban interview in 
Boise where thev II ask me why I 
would defame a TDL chair like 
that and how I can call myself a 
hunter when I'm afraid of sitting in 
the duck crap by New man Like 
ni duke and fly out of Boise 
and have to come hack to JMU. 
Ihe administration will hire me 
to plan faculty picnics with 
checkered tablecloths on the JMU 
farm    — yes, theiv is a farm. 
Maybe n I'm luckv they'll let me 
unoutof theever-so- 
UMnil lenipiettathatissoontobe 
Installed while i give Inspira- 
tional speeches about how |MU 
is good people It I throw an "All 
Together One" in there some 
where I think it could nYilly hap- 
pen. Why are vou laughing? 
My imagination aside, I actu- 
alh mil have lo ^tart hunting 
s4H»n because despite popular 
belief, beint; editor ot !hr Hnirvis 
not a well-paying career. And 
alter you spend all your money 
on parking tickets (not cheap), 
new JAC cards (SID a card!) and 
that plane tkket to Boi*<\ well, yi >u 
do the math 
So, this is my farewell and my 
thank you to those of you who 
read the paper this year (pk-asc 
visualize me now in a red satin 
dress on stage Oscar-sty k\ waving 
like Miss America.) More impor- 
tantly I'd like to thank the editors 
of Ftekt aitd Shram who taught me 
all I know about hunting, my 
freakin' awesome staff who better 
be a-ading this, leanine G. for pro- 
viding me with plenty of free time 
and my managing editor for 
keeping me sane all year — I still 
maintain that she was successful. 
Iiibc Sprmwrt; tfrtmr^uiry: alAwti 
The Drwa1 uiv uniki tfr to mi*' uw 




YOU LUNCH AT WORK? 




"Spinning out of 
control in a golf cart 
town the fairway." 
'TuntiHg out llial my 
53 year old mothe 
pregnant with farms." 





"I just found out ont 
of my suilemates is a 
stripper." 
"Getting a job offer 






Topic: What was your biggest surprise this week? 
fP THURSDAY MMESS AT 
©lde Mill Village 
Wjftffe^i 
Ron, the manager, goes nuts every Thursday (it's not a long trip for Ron). 
See, every Friday, he has to report to the owner, who wants to know, 
"Are they all rented yet?" 
Drives Ron nuts. So every 
Thursday, Ron starts 
handing out $100 bills 
to any new tenants 
completing the leasing process. 
Come Sen ui 
$100 
ilCM.JIC! / KS: 
"Taking Ron's money is fun! 
And I get a great apartment too!'' 
Is he nuts? Yes!! 
And every Thursday, you can get $100 by signing up to live at Olde Mill Village.* 
'Some restrictions apply, check OMV office for details. 
1A South Avenue, ^^ A     (540) 432-9502 
,!. j.   unirar nliHomillvillorfo r-nm Harrisonburg 
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Seth Casana 
BIG STATE UNIVERSITY'S AWNU»I "6*JDC-ORE 
ROCK. fcsrWAL" tdte HALTED PREMATURELY 
CUE" TO THE CROWD'S VlouTrJT Re-rpaNSr 
TO THE  iNPte: PUNK SAND, THE" KAtang Kips. 
BANDCORrTlfj 
CALVN    CflOt'MC   AUP"TB«ii*M 
ajtimm-i 
KNOWN FOR THEIR ULTRA - RI&HT LJING, 
PR0-81G 8USIMESS L1«\CS, KATZEN KLOS 
WAS AN UNFORTUNATE LAST-MINUTE 
ADDITION TO THE PROGRAM- 
HOUA80  BRlNEBRlCK JR.,   KATZEN  KlP^  LEW 
SINGER, COMMENTS M5OUT THE  BAND'S 
IDEOLOGY 
felki 
So MANY PoP MUSIC 
ACTS TODAY ARE JUST 
FLUFF, WE'RE TRVIN&TO 
8R.1NG SUBSTANCE TO 
THE  SCENE   RjY  \JOIClNG 
OUR.  POLITICAL \AEUS 
WHROU&H THE MUSIC 
AFTER OPENING WITH THE/K HIT, 
"TAP KW FOREST, exxow," THE 
CROWp 8E"CAME UWRULV. BY THE 
TIME ''DOJ8LE TAX CUT L)\TH CHEESE'' 
FINISHEC, AUDIENCE MEMBERS AND 
OTHER gANDS HAP STORKED THE STAGE. 
PAID 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
MOVING HELPERS •WAREHOUSE HELPERS 
Miv SIPnmu u• NO i\i»i nil \n NECESSARY 
$0+ PER HOUR •BONUS POTENTIAL 
1HJLLIJS LOCATION f«8j 
**»<»^ 
{fOttt 
tf»«» PXC ;«**! 
JK Moving & Storage, Inc. 
(703) 260-4282 JOBS®.IKMOVIN«.COM WWW.JKM0VlNti.COM (800) 673-8487 
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HOROSCOPES 
Today's Birthday (April 15). Your best investment this year is in your own education. 
You like to spend money on books anyway. Now, you have an official excuse. You 
don't have to go back lo school, though you can if you want. The education you get 
on your own might prove to be more valuable. 
CROSSWORD 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging. 
Aries (March 21-ApriI 19) 
_—     Today is a 6 - "Show me the 
■P^. mom-v*' That's wh.it you'll bo 
^^f saying Go straight to the bot- 
tom line. With this attitude, you 
should be able to make money and 
save time. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
^^i   Today is a 7 - You're gaining 
^^^rt's|H<kt by voicing your we)l-rea- 
&yf soned philosophy. You could even 
increase your income. Are you 
getting a new job? 
4& 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Today is a 6 - Take it slow and 
1 easy a little while longer Do 
more planning. You'll get the 
chance to be forceful tomorrow 
and the next day. Make your decision 
now. Act on it then. 
ftfc' 
Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22) 
Today is a 7 - Confer with 
; friends to complete a tricky 
' assignment. One of you should 
have the perfect scheme. If not, 
discuss it more tomorrow with the 
whole gang. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
~    -. Today is a 7 - If you prdclii.ed 
j^^_> over the weekend, you're well 
^^^1 prepared. If you didn't, you may 
not perform as well as you know 
you could. That'd be a pity, because 
there's a talent scout out there. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
± M* Today is a 7 - Be trustworthy 
*^^W1 and practical now, and you II >;<'t 
m£^ more responsibility soon You re 
^^^ good at setting priorities. Some 
of your co-workers aren't. Thev need 
you, so stand tall. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22) 
Today is a 7 - You're anxious to 
act but something is holding 
you back. Is it unjustified anxi- 
ety, or good sense? Probably 
the latter. There's something to be said 
for being sure you can pay the bills 
before incurring them. 
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
^     y Today is a 7 - Make a solid con- 
nection with someone you know 
you can trust. After that's done, 
it'll be easy to discuss a delicate 
subject, like who's going to pay for what. 
You'll both feel better once that's done. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
.   Today is a 6 - You're still in a take- 
-^•*) charge frame of mind. The most 
*1^%7 disgusting tasks on youi list will 
be easy. Push to finish, because 
another option appears tomorrow. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
_j.     Today is an 8 - There's a glow left 
"|S     over from this weekend. Enjoy it 
rfls"i,s you »Ms*' into your soon-to-be 
busy schedule. You can be rigor- 
ous tomorrow. Today, eat dessert first. 
Aquarius ((an. 20-Feb. 18) 
«^»    Today is a 6 - After getting off to 
P^T*   a slow start, you may start to 
W^K   wake up tonight. Is your biologi- 
cal clock askew, or are you final- 
ly rested? Either way, don't overdo it. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
..     Today is an 8 - A preconceived 
(£%k notion topples as you gain 
^^ knowledge and experience. 
Something you thought was too 
difficult gets easy. But the reverse could 
happen, too, so don't get cocky. 
—Tribune Media Services 
ACROSS 
1 Camp-stove fuel 
8 Daughter ot 
Claudius 
15 Daydream 
16 Condemning to 
ruination 
17 On the rocks 
18 Imprisonment 
19 Corporal punish- 
ment stick 
20 Leguminous plant 
21 Epochs 
22 Sieved into pel- 
lets 
26 Romantic occa- 
sion 
27 Stitched 
29 Manx male 
30 Turns over 
leaves? 
31 Wind dir. 
32 Retired profes- 
sional woman 
35 Wood and Wynn 
36 London hubbubs 
37 USN cops 
40 Come forth 
41 Merry month? 
44 _familias 
46 Make lace 
47 Inedible type of 
orange 
49 Inland sea ot Asia 
50 Show-biz notable 
52 Diva's showstop- 
per 
53 Secret doctrine 
55 Equips anew 
57 Archetype 
59 Rapping noise 
60 Pry again 







2 Holds dear 
3 Intimidate 
4 Look over 
5 Seed coat 
6 More affable 
2 3 •i i 6 
' 1 ' 9 10 •1 12 II 14 '5 ' '/ • 
19 i 
?' ■ r>   n M ?s _■ " 
?/ I . 30 ' 
■ 
33 34 35 
" 
<•■ an . I 10 1 ' I ' 
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i 1 f'° 
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7 Large shoe width 
8 Offbeat 
9 Was able to 
10 Ripped 
11 Coetzer of tennis 
12 Year of origin 
13 Provoked 
14 Never outdated 
23 Utter once again 
24 Garland for the 
head 
25 Abu Dhabi or 
Fujairah 
28 Postpone 
30 Procession of 
matadors 
33 Holding one's 
tongue 
34 Vietnamese holi- 
day 
37 Shims 
38 Balcony railing 
39 Henry Moore 
piece 
41 Of spouses 
42 Disrupt 
43 Fermented 
SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE: 
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45 Click beetle 
48 Serengeti expedi- 
tion 
50 Brief appearance 
51 Egghead 
54 Marcel Proust vol- 
ume, "Swann in 
56 R & B singer 
James 
58 Sounds of hesita- 
tion 
59 Hospital staff 
members: abbr. 
My end of semester/summer 
checklist! 
D6 
||mh       OFPOATUMT.' 
1. Go to The Suncho.se Pool Party on 
i    Thursday, April 18, from 3-5 p.m.! 
2. Sell back books 
3. Pack swimsuit and towel 
4. Make beach reservations 
Are you ready?? 
Come and visit us! 1941 Sunchase Dr. (off Neff Ave.) 
or visit us at www.sunchase.net 
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Just Study 
phtrtttirapher 
Cramming for exams leads students to 
reevaluate the styles in which they study 
Story by contributing writer Janolle DiOrio • Art and sidebars by art director Amanda Hincker 
The college scenario: It's Sunday night and there is a 
huge exam awaiting lo ruin a perfect Monday morn- 
ing. Worn out from the weekend, it's now time to 
buckle down and study. Instead, hours are spent on 
the internet, phone and chilling with friends. By the 
early hours of the morning if s cram time. 
With clammy hands and a sweaty brow, ifs time to approach 
the exam. The questions become blurry on the page and one is left 
wondering why this scenario is a regular occurrence. It doesn't 
have to be like this. With finals week steadily approaching its time 
to do some reevaluating and more studying. Wouldn't it be great 
to £o into an exam and feel confident? 
There are many different tactics JMU students use to study. 
Some find that re-reading notes works best, while others prefer 
to talk out the text with a study group. However, reading over 
notes and study groups aren't the only options available. There 
are many other things one can do to improve study skills, such 
as make note cards, outline chapters or highlight important 
information in textbooks. 
Senior Krishna Kurz, outlines chapters and recopies her notes 
to study. "I also a>ad out loud to help understand the material bet- 
ter/' Kurz said. "It's hard though because the way I study for one 
class, may not be adequate for another." 
 66     
from high school to college, or from year to year, test scores will drop 
because study approaches need to adapt to the class. Since this hap- 
pens to just about everyone, there is the Reading and Writing 
Resource Center, the Math Tutoring Center and Academic Advising 
and the Career Development office. 
Soenksen said he would like to see more students take advan- 
tage of the campus resources. He has spoken to many student- 
wanting academic help who have not yet tried any of JMU's 
resource centers. "It's hard for them to say I'm not skilled in this 
part or I need help with this," Soenksen said. "They feel like 
they're accepting defeat." 
Is it better to accept defeat or cram for an exam? Cramming will 
just overload the mind with too much information and rather than 
being able to recall the material, one will be left tired and sluggish. 
Freshman Jennifer Harrison, chooses not to cram and does the 
readings for her dasses every night. "I read over notes, highlight 
and make my own review sheet," Harrison said. 
Yet, freshman Bill Root, has a different idea of what study- 
ing should consist of. "I think people study too much some- 
times," Root said. "I usually just read over chapters and go 
over the stuff I don't understand." 
Despite the many tactics and resources available oncampus, 
there still will be those students who do not study adequately 
for tests. In light of finals slowly creeping up, it wouldn't be a 
bad idea to utilize the resource on the JMU campus and 
attempt to manage one's time when studying for exams. 
Some students are better at studying because 
they had to do it in high school. Others just 
never even learned. 
- Roger Soenksen 




Since certain classes may render different study approaches so 
talking to a professor may be helpful. The Media Arts and Design 
assistant school director and academic advisor, Roger Soenksen, 
remarked, "Many professors will meet one-on-one and go that 
extra mile. I know a lot of faculty that are like that." 
Perhaps one of the most important studying tactics involves 
choosing a proper studying location. Cited from Ron Fry's 
Book, "How to Study," places such as the library, an empty 
classroom or a quiet room at home, create a better study evi- 
ronment. A majority of JMU students spend their homework 
hours at Carrier Library. 
Senior Brittany Price said, "I can't study in my room because 
there are too many distr.utions. MI I usually go to'the library." 
However sometimes the library can be overly crowed so 
finding other places to concentrate may be a better option, 
freshman June Gabriel said, "To study I go out by Newman 
lake because there are either ducks quacking or people hang- 
ing out Sometimes I |ust sit at my desk and listen to music 
from my computer. I always have to have background noise." 
The ISAT building, airport lounge, l>C Dukes or the down- 
stairs lit the Festival also may provide other alternatives. For some 
students tin- transition from high school to college can be a rough 
,Kl|usiment Perhaps in high school it was easier to study the 
morning before a lest and pass it Soenksen agreed, "Some stu- 
dents are better at studying because they had to do it in high 
school. Others just never even learned." 
It can be difficult lo figure out what type of study skills work 
because each person has an individual style of k'aming. If high 
school didn't provide the skills lo succeed in college, then on- 
campus resources readily an' available to help. When adjusting 
Reading and Writing Resource Center 
Wilson Hall 403 
Writing specialist X8-3651 
- Improve writing and grammar skills 
Reading specialist X8-6967 
- Increase reading speed and 
comprehension 
Math Tutoring Center 
Burruss Hall 133 
X8-3379 
By appointment. All services are free. 
Reading and Writing Resource Center Tips: 
- Have a study group    - Reward yourself for 
or partner studying 
- Take study breaks        . Rewrite your notes 
- Volunteer and ask        . Talk to your professors 
questions - Go over old tests 
- Attend class regularly 
Ron Fry's "How to Study"Tips: 
- Take a 20 minute break every 45 minutes 
- Create a review sheet 
- Use clues or mnemonics 
- Study in a quiet environment 
- Prioritize goals by making a list of the six 
most important things that need to get done 













Gibbons Dining Hall 








































Hole in the Wall 
Jess' Quick Lunch 
Laughing Dog 
Luigi's 
Main Street Bar & Grill 
Mike's Mini-Mart 
Mr. Gatti's 
Mr. J's Bagels 
Nautilus Fitness Center 
Neighbors Exxon 
Pizza Hut 






These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze. 
a community gathering 
Meet this year's honorees: 
Dr. Tony Chen, Integrated Science and Technology 
Noah M.ii li< i. Student 
Father John Grace, Catholic Campus Ministries 
Debbie Brawn, Flat Year Programs 
Karen Evans, Academic Advising and 
Career Development 
Tomorrow • 12 noon 
Wilson Hall • on the Quad 
Rain Location: Wilson Auditorium 
wwvv.alltogcthcronc.org 
tKIje College of Science anb JHatljemattcsi 
Congratulates 
Its Outstanding Students for 2002 
College of Science and Mathematics 
Highest Academic Achievement Award 
Commencement Wag Bearer 
Daniel L. Vo» 
Ouistanding Senior Award 
Sharon E Koh 
Dawson Mathematics/Science Scholarship 
St. ott E Dart 
Sharon E. Koh 
Bnan Neely 
Prances Hughe* Pitts Scholarship 
l-iin I.   Edwards 
l.tiaM. Kwunck 
I leather N. Morruofl 
JoyM Polcfrone 
Biology Department 
Outstanding Junior Award 
Valeric A FeLdman 
Elaine M Sunderlin 
Margaret A. Gordon Memorial Scholarship 
Nicole II Fowler 
l.indtay A Trower 
Excellence in Biology 
Amy E. Fuller 
Kami E Hamilton 
Unanl   Henry 
Mai I.I J   I a PI ante 
Sarah M. Strong 
Daniel I. Von 
Laura D Zehnder 
Excellence in Service 
Jennifer L Crawford 
Caaitdy L. Turner 
Excellence In Teaching 
John A Flowers 
Elizabeth P Karle 
I JUTl I) /ehnder 
Young Botanist Awmrd 
Stephen H Reynolds 
Chemistry Department 
ACS- Merck Award 
Heather M Momaon 
American Institute of Chemist Award 
Catherine M Schwartz 
H II Cool Award 
Krin Edwardi 
Itegesch America Awmrd 
RouH   Haw hen 
Hypercube 
Sharon I- Koh 
/ «'. CkappeU Scholarship 
Lisa M. Kwunek 
Service Award and the J  W. ChappeU Award 
Kelli L. Rcnuue* 
Geology and Environmental 
Science Department 
Philip R Cosmlmskl Award 
Kevin I Unit 
S<-olt Meredith 
Wilbur T. Horniberger Field Geology Scholarship 
Joieph Meiburger 
Catherine King-Frailer Scholarship 
AnnaMendez 
Betty Lloyd Scholarship 
Jennifer Allen 
Geology Departm ent A ward 
Abigail ~Abby" McQueen 
Mathematics and Statistics Department 
Blue Ridge Section, ASQ Applied Statistics An-ard 
Hilary L Kiascl 
Metran Applied Mathematics Awmrd 
Stephen 0 Penny 
/ Emmert Ihanborry Mathematics Prize 
Pautck T. Rabenold 
Thomson Learning Future Mathematics Teacher Award 
Kunberly L. Cartwnghl 
I hdergradaate Mathematics and Statistics Research A ward 




Alumn 1  a, ulty Scholarship 
Charles W Arnold 
Henry W. Lamp Scholarship 
Karen Bland 
Serway/Saunders Scholarship 
William M Quarle! 
Outstanding Junior Physics Major 
Karen Bland 
Outstanding Senior Physics Major 
Zachary Kosiura 
Physics Vndergraduate Research Award 
Sharon E Koh 
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-W ■ A 'Glance* at nationals Senior Casey Blake lakes her 
choreographed dance piece to 
the Kennedy Center. 
P«f. 14 
"It made me feel good that 
there are still bands out there 
that have positive messages." 
BEN SHEARER 
local high .school student 
<M story below 
of the 
ds 
.ill r4»«*h> WXU <\»ASHllV,lut) pkiotrnpher 
Left, Salyut 7 performs In JerlchoFest's "Battle ot the Bands" Saturday night. Above, guitarist 
Danny Iverson of Salyut 7 concentrates on his strumming during the performance. 
Rockin' for JerichoFest 
BY ALISON FAROO 
AND KEVIN EDWARDS 
asst. style editor 
ami contributing writer 
At "Battle of the Bands" 
Saturday night, local Christian 
rock groups proved that prais- 
ing and worshiping go along 
quite well with musical talent. 
Seven bands from the 
Harrisonburg area performed 
in VC Ballroom to compete for a 
spot in the annual JerichoFest, a 
Christian rock concert. 
"JerichoFest is a local out- 
reach to the Shenandoah Valley, 
bringing in local and national 
Christian rock groups to tell 
people about Jesus and get peo- 
ple interested in Christian rock 
music," said Nate Barker, direc- 
tor of JerichoFest. 
This year's event will be 
Aug. 3 at Cornerstone Central 
Campus on Route 11. "'Battle 
of the Bands' was just a pre- 
liminary to this event ... we 
wanted to get the word out 
there/' Barker said. 
Each band picked three of 
their best songs to compete in 
front of four judges — two sis- 
ters of Chi Alpha, an "Assembly 
of God" fraternity, one member 
from the Jerk hoFest committee 
and a previous member of a 
local   Christian   rock   group. 
Judges' names were withheld 
for confidential reasons, accord- 
ing to Barker. The judging was 
based on overall sound, 
crowd participation and 
musical ability. 
JerichoFest board  member 
Alan Eby said, "Whether it be 
-66- 
... all these different 
music styles came 
together for a night of 
music and celebration 
— AlanEby 
JerichoFeM bojrd member 
55 
acoustic or alternative rock, all 
these different music styles came 
together for a night of music and 
celebration. The different bands 
brought a nice contingence of 
talking and sharing.'' 
The first place winner was 
The Cross Between, a band 
mainly comprised of JMU grad- 
uates and UVA students. This 
Side Up, an all-girl band from 
Turner Ashby High Schtx.l in 
Bridgewater, came in second. 
These two Christian music 
groups will perform in this sum- 
mer's JerichoFest Barker said. 
"When we were looking 
for bands |to compete in 
'Battle of the Bands'], we 
really didn't have to do much 
searching," Barker said. "We 
just got the word out there 
that we were looking for 
bands and pretty much 
everyone came to us." 
Members of the musical 
gioups ranged from high 
schoolers to adults in their 
30's and 40's, Barker said. 
During the course of the 
night, around 350 people 
showed up for the event, 
according to Barker. About 
one-fourth were college stu- 
dents and the remainder were 
high school kids and parents. 
Matt LaPorta, Chi Alpha 
campus lay leader, said, "The 
main thing we wanted to hap- 
pen was that people got to 
praise Cod." 
Ben Shearer, a local high 
school student, said, "It made 
me feet good that there are 
still bands out there that have 
positive messages. 
"There were a lot of differ- 
ent age groups and it was 
cool just to see everyone 
mingle together." 
'Shopping ...' around for mature audiences only 
Play searching for love and beauty hopes to 'hit home' this week in Theatre II 
BY GARRET I)   HII.I.F.R 
staff writer 
A group of disenli am hiseil 
twenty-somethings experl 
ence the ups and downs ,>t 
relationships in "Shopping 
and Fucking," running at 
Theatre II April 17 to 20. 
"Shopping and Fucking" 
is an adaptation of the 
acclaimed contemporary 
play by British playwright 
Mark  Ravenhill.   Il  was  tirst 
performed in London in 
1996.The production actually 
contain! three distinct stories 
that end up merging into 
one. Director William Heins 
did   not   want   to  divulge  a 
gpei 11 ■< itorylinc but lets on 
that the play is basically 
about   people   searching   for 
love and beauty. 
"Muse people have dreams 
and goals but end up falling 
back   into   the   same   (tragic) 
cycles, kind of like a modern 
day Chekhov," Heins said. 
1 lems got the idea to put on 
the show when he read the 
material awhile back and 
thought it would be the perfect 
subject matter for his expen- 
inental theater class to tackle. 
"It's the type of theater you 
don't usually see at JMU. It's 
part of the British theater move- 
ment to show things on stage 
you wouldn't normally see." 
An important aspect of the 
play is its sexually graphic 
nature. "It might be challeng- 
ing for people (to watch] due 
to the more explicit elements. 
If people can open themselves 
up and see through to the 
deeper meaning, than they 
will be able to form a connec- 
tion because we've all been 
through bad relationships" 
Freshman Bryce Gerlach 
plays Mark, one of the main 
characters. The play "hits 
home with a lot of people," 
Gerlach said. "We get stuck in 
cycles and we fear them." An 
alleged acting challenge was 
posed to Gerlach through his 
character's sexual orienta- 
tion. Gerlach enjoyed the 
challenging opportunity to 
play Mark, who is gay, and 
portraying the character's 
destructive addictions. 
Sophomore Ryan 
McWilliams plays Gary, 
another prominent character. 
"Gary is a reflection on the kind 
of big fantasies we have that 
dilute us from dealing with the 
realities of our lives. This play 
relates to everyone, no matter 
how shocking it is," 
McWilliams said. 
The character of Lulu  is 
played by freshman Arianne 
Warner. "She is torn between 
NT PI AY, page 15 
Rock Stock 
Percussionist Luke Wood and guitarist Lee Houser 
of Makla Groove perform at "Rock Stock" 
Saturday afternoon. Three bands performed begin- 
ning at noon, followed by two more bands in the 
evening, ending the whole performance around 
10:30 p.m. Despite the rain, "Rock Stock" attract- 
ed around 100 fans, according to Kevin Haggle, 
Geology Club president. "I think the numbers were 
a little lessoned by the rain, but I don't think It 
really spoiled anything ... everyone who showed up 
had a great time," Haggie said. The club collected 
about $300 as well as many canned goods which 
were collected for a discount ticket price. The 
Geology Club sponsored this outdoor concert at 
Westover Park to help raise money for their out- 
reach program. Elementary, middle and high school 
students benefit from the Geology Club's program 
by promoting awareness and education for the 
environmental and geological sciences. 
emptied by nrf rc(*<i* 
DAVE KIM;inuorph,,l,• tniphrr 
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Dancer receives national recognition 
BY JOAMfc   Cl.ARK 
staffwriter 
Clad in tpny-printed slips 
and undenvt-ar, seniors Lmrvn 
Spivcy and 1-aurvn Bain mischie- 
louslv mn annind backstage. In 
tin* Ivillway, seniors Amy Goss 
and Keira Hart ,\w lost in a cloud 
of dust as they thmw baby pow- 
der all over their bodies. Props 
such as tomatoes, rubber duckies 
and buckets of water are on 
standby while the music of Otis 
Redding is cued up. This is tlx- 
premiere of senior Casey Blake's 
Kennedy Center-bound modern 
dance piece. "At Third C.lance". 
Blake's work was among 
five dance pieces chosen from 
75 to 80 pieces at the American 
College Dance Festival last 
month to represent the region in 
the national competition at the 
Kennedy Center May 14. While 
such a prestigious venue typi- 
cally is a >; rvat honor to any 
choreographer, Blake's work is 
far from typical 
T wanted to make a piece 
that allowed a great deal of 
dancer input and luckily this has 
worked out that way. The 
dancers and I have worked 
together to create their characters 
and the world they exist in," 
Blake said 
"At Third Glance" embodies 
the study of a French painting. 
Blake began the creative proivss 
by having her dancers explore 
different movements that would 
resemble the painting's subject. 
"Pygmalion and Galatea," by 
Jean Leon Gerome, tells the 
mythological story of a misogy- 
nist sculptor falling in love with 
his perfectly carved statue. 
Images of gargoyles, human 
street-statues and museum sculp- 
Senlor Casey Blake (front, sep- 
arate from group) works with 
her dancers in the newest 
piece she is choreographing 
for the Dance Day concert 
April 23. She currently is 
rehearsing her modern dance 
piece. "At Third Glance." for a 
national competition at the 
Kennedy Center in Washington, 
D.C. The piece premiered at 
the Student Dance Concert in 
November. "Seeing everything 
else that I've seen there, It's 
Just an honor that I can't 
describe," Blake said about 
being chosen for the presti- 
gious competition. 
hire wen- later nvorpoiaied .1- ,1 
basis for tlte movement 
"For me, these paintings 
looked 1 vuik like the piece," 
senior    Beth    Brad ft ud    Mid. 
1 v > i % prop, every movement 
tVCT) [MM- OHM (mm some- 
thing tangible" 
Those    tangible    elements' 
served as mum and rxpanded 
beyond the gray undertones ol a 
sculpture museum It evolved 
into themes o( wi trnen, sex, temp- 
tation and lust. 
In addition, a number of 
MOM were added including 
rubber duckies, buckets ot 
water, which were dumped 
onto the dame Boor before the 
dancers slid in on then hfHtei 
However, the most memo- 
rable prop was the tomato. 
"Throughout the atttlt 
[choreographing) proof it kept 
unfolding that things win- miss 
ing" Blake said. "The tomatoes 
were one of them. It has alw.n -> 
been fascinating to me how 1 
fruit is the ovary of a plant. It's 
full of seeds' - that's how it 
reproduces S> a tomato was a 
fruit ol the woman." 
Since its premiere at the 
Student Dance Concert 
November 15, "At Third 
Glance" has been performed 
at three more concerts, 
including the Contemporary 
Dance Fnsemble in March. It 
also has gone through a 
number of structural 
changes including the addi- 
tion   of   four   senior   dtficen 
and the Gloria Gaynor wr- 
sion of "1 Will Survive. 
"I wanted to have another 
•action tli.ti nraa totally different 
than the two sections we ala*ad v 
had," Blake add     [It w.is| par- 
tially for the randomness. At the 
time I thought I wanted 15 peo- 
ple to come out of nowhere, but 
it worked better to use jusl ma 
four (dancers)." 
It was this continual interest 
10 perfed and experiment with 
ideas that drove the creation of 
Blake's work. The piece is 
never dtme," Hart s»id "Every 
day there's something new, 
even after a performance. She's 
always like, lets try this now.'" 
Blake's dancers remarked on 
her ability to think on her feet 
during rehearsal, and the way 
she effectively transfers her 
ideas on the stage. 
"She worked completeh by 
instinct," Spivey said. "But she 
would alwavs earn that idea to 
the farthest she could." 
In fact, much of the process 
involved mistakes that were car- 
ried out into corned ic additions 
to material she already had 
worked on. 
"If you leave the stnicture 
kxise enough so that accidents 
happen, then something incredi- 
ble can happen," Blake said. 
Another aspect that led to 
Casey's recent success was her 
daake to ovate a piece that was 
fun for both the performing and 
reeeiv ing ends of the production. 
She allotted freedom for interac- 
tion between the dancers and 
tln-ir audience. 
"The audience plays a big 
role in thai ptaOB Their accep- 
tance ot us and of our jokes real- 
Iv influences our act,' ».osssaid. 
I veryone is looking at me at 
Ihe end when I go up to the front 
to eat this tomato, and if the 
audience is just kind of like 
'What are you doing?' It makes 
me not want to go up there, and 
not want to share that tomato 
with everyone. But when they 
laugh and respond to the fact 
that Lauren Spivey is pulling 
my car and Molly is rubbing 
squished tomato up and down 
my leg, it makes me want to 
project that, to give them part of 
what we've created." 
After publicly performing "At 
Third C.lance" for eight different 
audiences, the dancers comment 
on the diversity of reactions they 
have received. 
"Performing it for an 
audience that I knew was 
going to be perceptive was 
just really fun," Spivey said. "At 
ACDFA it was really weird 
because we weren't getting any 
kind of reaction at all because 
they were watching to judge it." 
By removing the interaction that 
always had been such an inte- 
gral part, the performance had 
become a challenge where 
before it was spontaneous and 
fun. "But after the judges gave 
us such good feedback I knew 
we were going to Ihe Gala, then 
I knew we were going to the 
Kennedy Center You don't 
question it; it's not an egotistical 
thing. You just know." 
Though Blake tried not to 
expect anything going into the 
competition, she beams with 
excitement to think that her work 
will be presented at such a 
famous concert hall 
"Seeing everything else 
that I've seen there," she 
said, "it's just an honor that 
I can't describe." 
Blake is now working on a 
new piece for the Dance Day con- 
cert on April 23rd. rhe pertor- 
mance will be in Godwin Studio 
Theater, room 355 at 8p.m. 
Think before 
'Changing Lanes' 
BY MAURREN MCTI.AIN 
contributing writer 
If ever one needs .1 raUOfl 
to be careful while changing 
lanes, Gavin Banek and 
Doyle Gipson can show a 
great one. After an innocent 
fender bender on the FDR 
Parkway in New York City, 
Gavin Banek, played by Ben 
Affleck ("Pearl Harbor"), 
and Doyle Gipson, played by 
Samuel L. Jackson ("Rules of 
Engagement"), live one of 
the most tense and weari- 
some days of their lives. 
"CHANGING LANES" 
STARRING: 





*• * * 4 
Released in theaters April 
12, the thriller/drama, 
"Changing Lanes" is packed 
with deceit, cruel intentions 
and even a near death expe- 
rience — but yet, all this is 
done in an addictively exhil- 
arating way. Directed by 
Roger Michell ("Notting 
Hill") and written by Chap 
Taylor and Michael Tolkin 
("Deep Impact"), the story of 
a Wall Street attorney, Banek, 
.Hill .Ml IIIMII.illlC dgL'Ill, 
Gipson, holds the interest of 
the audience from take-off. 
From the beginning, Gipson 
was set against Banek because 
after the car wreck, Banek left 
him stranded and only with the 
words, "Better luck next time." 
After the initial upset on the 
FDR Parkway, both characters 
have one unbelievable catastro- 
phe after another through the 
course of one day. 
Each has their own prized 
possession at the root of their 
actions. For Banek it was a doc- 
ument that fell into the angry 
hands of Gipson that was need- 
ed to win an important case he 
was working on. For Gipson, it 
is trying desperately to win 
back the confidence of his wife 
bv buying a house for she and 
her children Before she leaves 
with their two sons. Banek's file 
is used as collateral, and they 
begin a series of malicious 
actions trying to out-do one 
moths in a violent game of 
11! get you back." 
The gripping cinematogra- 
phy of unique camera angles 
and lyric-less soundtrack of 
fast paced instrumental con- 
tributes excitement, intensity 
and modernism to the pic- 
ture. While their characters 
often times lack civility and 
moral reasoning in their 
actions, Affleck and Jackson 
play these parts with gusto 
and professionalism. 
Throughout the movie, 
man's unkind nature is dis- 
played in its raw form and 
these two men get lost in the 
superficial, forgeting what is 
really important in life — 
family and honesty. 
Both Banek and Gibson 
were believable characters 
and were portrayed effec- 
tively by their actors. 
"Changing Lanes" serves 
its purpose as entertainment, 
but it's not a "must-see-now" 
type film. 
While the movie had mul- 
tiple negative undertones, it 
was truthful in showing that 
man has an unkind side, but 
ultimately remorse is felt and 
justice is granted What 
might be the moral of the 
story? The world isn't per- 
fect. There is a lot of bad — 
but we need to look for the 
good and strive to be good — 
then life will have meaning 
and a purpose. 
REVIEW 
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•na — W iKMlWn 
£%£.£.£.      OMntMl   ttolhlM 
4"-4>£- «W ««- INtnn* ID play 
4-C 
o 
One in Fou^ aaison Manor 
Know More, Make A Difference 
One in Four's Cam pout on the Commons! 
When: Tuesday, April 16lh at 12:00pm till 
Wednesday, April 17* at 10:00 a.m. 
Come out and show your support tor the fight against sexual assault 
Free Mr. J's Bagels on Wednesday morning! 
turmg 
2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Hill ing Pool & Tennis Court 
FlINKHOlSKR 
& ASSOCIATES 
Properly Management inc 
434-5150 
info@funkhousermanagemefit.com 
N A GREAT LUNCH 
WITHOUT THE WAIT! 
In traducing 
NEW Soup and 
And 
20 Minute Lunch 
Or Call Ahead Your Order To Co:   568-7SS5 
Serving Lunch Monday through Friday 11:00am - 2:00pm 
And Dinner Monday through Friday 5:00pm - 9:00pm 
(Closes for dinner April 26. Open for lunch through May 3) 
STYU 
R E V I E VV 
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Artist transfers culture into sculpture Play examines gritty subjects 
BY LAURA LEE GULLEDGE 
contributing writer 
In front of Zirkle House, a 
new sculpture has been elected. 
Standing out as a mystcrum-, 
tribal artifact, it is not something 
one would expect to spot dri- 
ving down South Main Street. 
Created by senior Zeke 
Trainum, it draws the viewer in 
to visit the rest of his sculptures 
currently on display in his show 
"Tumbuna" at Zirkle House. 
Inside the gallery stand five 
more sculptures of similar t'.ish 
ion, arranged in anarch. These 
sculptures all stand together as 
one single artwork, each one a 
different variation on a theme. 
Each sculpture is composed of a 
simple yet ambiguous shape 
with accompanying thick steel 
lines, growing on a long steel 
stem that is planted in a rock 
base. This juxtaposition of 
metal and stone instantly 
expresses how the work is tied 
to land and nature. 
The surface of the steel is 
quite varied, from a polished 
shine to a weathered, rusty fin- 
ish. Trainum's handling of the 
materials is executed beautifully, 
allowing the work to be appreci- 
ated on formal qualities alone. 
These sculptures stand tall 
enough to meet the viewer's 
gaze straight on, which nukes 
them much more confrontation- 
al than the more typical breed of 
sculpture passively displayed 
lower to the ground. 
One might wonder what 
inspired this artist to cri'.itr 
such distinct and ritualistic 
looking sculpture's. Trainum's 
experience growing up in Papa 
New Guinea helped him tap 
into his inspiration for this 
show. The show's title, 
"Tumbuna," translates as 
"ancestor" and represents what 
the artist calls Papa New 
Guinea's "old way." Trainum 
sees his sculptures as a transla- 
tion of the culture he grew up 
with filtered through his own 
mind. This allows the work to 
come across to the viewer as 
something old and traditional 
but unrecognizable at the same 
time.  His sculptures reveal a 
perspective into a different soci- 
ety, one adventurous and 
steeped in tradition. 
Each sculpture is interesting 
in itself, but as a group they create 
a mythical presence. It creates a 
setting similar to Stonehenge in 
that it represent a mysterious arti- 
fact of the past of unknown pur- 
pose, but yet it captures the imag- 
ination. Could one of these sculp- 
tures be the staff of a warrior, or a 
torch for an ancient ceremony? It 
feels like these sculpted relics are 
longing to whisper their secrets to 
you, if you lean in real close and 
iisten. 
Displaying exquisite 
craftsmanship in creating 
these imaginative sculptures, 
Trainum translates the primi- 
tive with modern eloquence. 
I-ike the artworks them- 
selves, "Tumbuna" stands 
tall, strong and proud. 
This exhibit runs until 
April 20 at Zirkle House, 
which is open Monday 
through Thursday 12 to 5 
p.m. and Friday and 
Saturday 12 to 4 p.m. 
RAVE KIM/i»«»,r/**.(,u;*r. 
(L-R) Sophomore Bryce Gerlach, freshman Arlanne Warner and 
freshman Kevin Murphy rehearse for "Shopping and Fucking," 
which will run in Theatre II April 17-20 at 8 p.m. with a spe- 
cial midnight performance April 19. Tickets are S3 and may 
be purchased at the door. 
Having a stj^sh simmer? Wite about it h 
next semester's first fesueJ 
CaM-351 
PIAY.fwmpnge 13 
lose and hate of two diffennt peo- 
ple," Yfoma said. "She K probably 
the most complex character I have 
ever played. Though on the surface 
she seems trashy, she really has a 
heart of gold, arid that was a chal- 
lenge for me to play" 
Junior Tim Bambara portrays 
the character of Brian. Bambara 
explains that Brian is x»newhat sep- 
arated from events in the pby. but 
still has a strong influence on the 
actions of the other characters. 
"Brian is a mobster and a drug deal- 
er. Lulu sells drugs for him so he has 
an interaction with her and also with 
Robbie. He leaches them about 
money and power." 
Robbie, played by freshman 
Kevin Murphy, is caught up in 
the same love difficulties as all 
the other main characters. He 
is part of a love triangle that 
also involves Mark and Lulu. 
"Shopping and Fucking" con- 
tains strong sexual content and is 
intended for mature audiences. 
Performances aie at Theatre II on 
April 17 through 20 at 8 p.m. with a 
special showing at midnight April 
19. Tickets cost S3. 
RELAY 
! Strike Out 
Cancer! 
> Thursday, April 18, 4 p.m. 
James Madison University and 
Bridgewater College 
snftball teams will play a charity game to raise money for the 
American Cancer Society. Please join us for a Softball game at 
Dukes Field, located behind the Convocation Center on University 
Blvd. If you would like to make a donation, a donation box will be 
at the field or feel free to mail a donation to: 
^^    / Strike Oul ( 
M  ^ W IMI  Softball 
MW MSC 2301, Godwin 106 
^^ llarrisonburg, VA 22807 
They're Here!!!!! 
The utility companies are here to 
Hook YOU Up! 
4r»p b<f ^>icUW»i Motion -tVorW \<9-\^ 
and bvf feut tCV-KP Onrtasr Uctaf. 
wirV> n» Ulck 9* -mix «e*»td. 
UDAP saves you BIG MONEY 
up-front on utility deposits. 
Don't miss out! 
* 
Call 568-6071 orweb.jmu.edu/ocl 
:;' 
you take care of the patients, 
we'll help take care of the 
[tuition] a 
If you want to give your nursing career a shot in the arm, you need experience - not the headache of 
how to pay your tuition. Qualify for an Army R0TC nursing scholarship, and you'll not only get hands-on 
clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills you'll be able to tap into for your entire career. Talk to 
us at the Army R0TC department. We'll take care of you. 
ARMY ROTC   Unlike any other college course you can take. 
Contact  Major  Chris  Love  at  568-3633 
% t A A r J 
i 
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'   "Kf* '■'■ , 
'ZJimfde Pleasures i^-afe 
Make your graduation dinner reservations now! 
'extended dining hours Friday <$ Saturday of graduation weekend* 
CATERING FOR. ALL OCCASIONS 
FINE DINING      REASON MM V PRICED 
'party platters and catered meals also available* 
,l, 1 J'lSS 
M. Catherine Slusher, M.D. 
Sherry L. Driver. F.N.R 
HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC 
Daniel G. Wilmer. M.D. C. Larry Whittcn, M.D 
Louis E. Nelson. M.D. Herbert E. Bing. M.D. 
WELCOMES 




Ask about our 
new extended hours 
TO THEIR PRACTICE OEOBSTETRICS AND CYNFC Ol <)(;\ 
Going home for 
the summer? 
Better get to UREC while you j 
still have the chance! 
r c 
l ATTENTION STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
COME OUT TO THE SPRING SYMPOSIA! 
College Of Education Student Inquiry Forum 
Thursday, April 18,4-&30pm 
Hall of Fame Room, Convocation Center 
Adult Degree Program Senior Protect Forum 
Friday, April 26, 6:30pm, Taylor 405 
Fly Fishing Clinic 
Apr. 16, 7-9 pm, Weiiness Passport 
Reg. by Apr. 15 
Power Walking 
Apr. 17, 5-6 pm, Weiiness Passport 
Afternoon on "Lake Shenandoah" 
(Canoeing) 
Apr. 19, 1-5 pm, Reg. by Apr. 12, Cost $10 
CPR-PR 
Apr. 19, 12-5 pm, Reg. by Apr. 18, Cost $30 ^^f^ 
Contact Program Registration for more 
information at x8-8734or visit us at www.jmu.edu/recreation 
Students for Minority 
Outreach Presents.- 
«„.ii-ia-i-v April 1* 
Friday Saturday Sunday 
4:00-6:00pm: Organizational 
Fair on the Commons with 
performances and other 
entertainment 
6:00pm: Talent Show in 
Wilson Hall 
Free Admission 
2:00-4:00pm: High School Step 
Show in Wilson Hall 
Free Admission 
10:00pm-2:00am: Go-Go Party in 
PC Ballroom featuring the 
Huck-a-bucks 
Co-Sponsored by La hermandad 
de Sigma lota Alpha Incorporada 
$2 Prospective Host and paid SMO member 
$3 SMO member 
$4 Host 
$7 College student 
$10 General Public 
"i 
10:00am: University Sunday 
sponsored by Students for 
Minority Outreach 
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■ Softball sweeps doubleheader over Drexel 
The Dukes opened their conference home schedule with n r 
the two wins in rain over the Dragons. 
See story below 
"Drexel is in our conference, 
so every win against them is 
really important." 
PAT CUNNINGHAM 
senior designated hitler 
See ttory below 
SOFTBALL 
Dukes sweep doubleheader with 
Dragons in first CAA home stretch 
JMU comes from behind to win first game of day in rain 
BY DREW WILSON 
sports editor 
On a rainy day when most 
people stayed inside, the 
Dukes battled the conditions 
to sweep a doubleheader in 
their first conference action at 
home. JMU came from behind 
to edge Drexel University 2-1 
in the first game Saturday 
before beating the Dragons 7- 
0 in the second game. 
In the first half of the double- 
header, both teams cruised 
along until the top of the third 
inning, when Drexel got its 
offense going. Catcher Jonnae 
McClain led off the inning with 
a double down the left field line. 
A sacrifice bunt moved McClain 
to third with one out. After a 
groundout, the Dukes looked as 
though they would escape 
unharmed. However, an infield 
single by third baseman Debbie 
Botke scored McClain to put the 
Dragons ahead 1-0. 
After a short rain delay in 
the middle of the third, JMU led 
off the bottom half of the inning 
with two walks. After a strike- 
out, both runners advanced into 
scoring positon on a wild pitch. 
but the Dukes could not bring 
thorn m 
Things were different for 
JMU   in   the   fourth   inning, 
though. After sophomore third 
b a s e m .1 n 
Kara 
Sc h w i n d 
walked, she 
moved to 












third. With freshman dcsign.it 
ed hitter Alison Pardalis at the 
plate, Schlosser stole second 
base. Drexel's McClain faked 
the throw to second and threw 
to third base. However, the 
throw popped out of Botke's 
^l>\c and into left field, allow- 
ing Schwind to score to tie the 
game at 1-1. Schlosser got 








the end of the play to end the 
inning for JMU. 
In the top of the fifth, the 
Dragons threatened to score 
again. McClain led off with 
another double to left field and 
moved to third on a sacrifice 
bunt. This time, the Dukes did 
not let McClain reach home 
plate. JMU caught McClain in a 
run down on a bunt to end 
Drexel's attack. 
The Dukes had a good 
opportunity to take the lead 
in their half of the inning. 
After two JMU singles, red- 
shirt sophomore Leah Evert 
drew a bases loaded walk 
with two outs. But Drexel's 
Botke snagged a line drive 
by Schwind for the third 
out to end the inning. 
"It was tough. They kept 
on getting us out," freshman 
pitcher Nikki Dunn said. 
"We could not get our bunts 
down, but thankfully in the 
sixth inning we came back 
and did better offensively." 
With two runners on and 
two out in the sixth, freshman 
seeSIXONS. page 18 
ROBERT SATTlsenior photographer 
Right fielder Liz George swings at a pitch In game one of Saturday's doubleheader against 
Drexel University. The Dukes took game one over the Dragons 2-1 and won game two 7-0. 
BASEBALL 
Diamond Dukes down Drexel 
DAVE KlM/vnior photographer 
Senior designated hitter Pat Cunningham is tagged out while attempting to slide into home 
plate. The Diamond Dukes won at home over Drexel University 12-5 Saturday and 7-1 Sunday. 
BY WILL DECKER 
contributing writer 
The Diamond Dukes defeat- 
ed Drexel University 12-5 
Saturday in the second game of 
a three-game set. Red-shirt jun- 
ior right-hander John Gouzd 
turned in a solid performance, 
shutting out the Dragons for 
five innings, improving to 6-2 
on the season. 
JMU came out with a great 
deal of energy and Gouzd came 
out firing, striking out the first 
two batters. 
Despite the weather, the 
Diamond Dukes took an aggres- 
sive approach to the game. "We 
try to be aggressive early in the 
game because you never know 
if the rain is going to end the 
game early," coach Spanky 
McFarland said. 
JMU was certainly true to its 
strategy. After designated hitter 
senior Pat Cunningham hit an 
RBI single, the Diamond Dukes 
scored to take an early 2-0 lead 
in the bottom of the second. 
JMU     dominated     Drexel's 
pitching staff with solid hitting 
and     speed, 
Saturday scoring three 
Drt'xel       runs   in   the 
_     third. Sopho- 
more   center ' 
JMU fielder   Kurt 
12     Isenberg 
stole home to 
give JMU a 3- 
0 lead, and the Dukes scored 
two more times to push the 
lead to 5-0 
In the fourth inning, the rain 
came down in buckets, forcing 
the umpires to delay the game 
for 55 minutes. After play 
resumed, Drexel pitcher Shane 
Carroll began to unravel, walk- 
ing JMU's first two batters. 
Senior left fielder Steve Ballowe 
followed with a double to bring 
in junior third-baseman Brent 
Metheny That opened the 
floodgates for a five run inning 
to put the Diamond Dukes out 
in front 10-0, giving Drexel little 
chance to catch up. 
The Dragons answered in 
the sixth with three runs on the 
Diamond Dukes' relief pitcher, 
junior left-hander Jake Caiser. 
The Diamond Dukes and 
Dragons each scored in the sev- 
enth and eighth innings howev- 
er, JMU was in firm control of 
the contest 
Cunningham said, "Drex*'l is 
in our conference, so every win 
against them is really important, 
but we just come out and play. 
We'll do our thing tomorrow." 
The Diamond Dukes did just 
that, winning 7-1 Sunday over 
the Dragons to sweep the three- 
game set. 
Junior first baseman 
Eddie Kim went two-for-four 
in the game with a homer 
and three RBIs 
JMU improved to 30-8 on the 
season. Junior left-hander Jared 
Doyle pitched a complete game, 
striking out three. 
ANOTHER HEARTBREAKER 
DAVH K\M/tenn" phmogniphrt 
The Dukes lacrosse team suffered consecutive heartbreaking losses. 9-8 to No. 2 Georgetown University (pictured above) on Thursday and 
to No. 4 University of North Carolina 5-4, Sunday. JMU fell to 7-8 on the season. It was the fifth time this year the Duties have lost a one 





JMU was on the mark 
Saturday, as the archery 
team dominated the compe- 
tition at the Battle of Bull 
Run in Centreville. 
In the individual compte- 
tion, freshman Stephanie 
Pylypchuk took first place in 
the women's recurve, while 
sophomore Kelly Clark 
placed second. The Dukes 
swept the women's com- 
pound, with sophomores 
Megan Bowker, Jennifer 
Bissett and Jessica Avison 
finishing first, second and 
third, respectively 
Senior Jim Rainbolt placed 
first in the men's recurve and 
junior Brad Fiala placed sec- 
ond. In men's compound, 
JMU nabbed the top three 
spots. Junior Caleb Heller took 
first, while sophomore Adam 
Wheatcroft and freshman Ian 
DeVivi followed. 
As a team, JMU's women's 
recurve of Pylypchuk, Clark 
and senior Karen Auerbach 
got the win over Columbia 
University 167-124. On the 
men's side, the team of 
Rainbolt, Fiala and sopho- 
more Josh Miller edged 
Atlantic Cape College 221-219. 
—from staff reports 
. - .... 
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SPORTS 
Nixon's inside the park grand 
slam helps JMU sweep Drexel 
Freshman Nikki Dunn picked up the win in the first game of a 
doubleheader Saturday in which JMU came back to win 2-1. 
NIXON'S, bompagi V 
left fielder Natalie Buitl rew hed 
on m tnor t" load the baaesj 
bringing up freshman right 
fielder 11/ GaorajB George bal 
tied, fouling ofl several pitches 
lo stay alive. With .1 full count 
she drew a walk to BCOTC fresh- 
man first hisenun K.ilii' 
Jaworski to give the 1 hikes their 
Bnt lead <>t the game, 2-1. 
"Liz did a great job Kittling," 
Pardalla  saki   'Tin- (Drexel) 
pitcher w.is throwing hard and 
she just came right .it her and 
Liz battled through it" 
George said, "I was ner- 
vous, but I just stayed in 
there and made sure lo swing 
at   strikes    I   )ust   knew   if   I 
fouled off the outside pitchaa 
I would be tine, bcCBUBC I 
knew I could handle the 
inside ones." 
JMU shut down Drexel in 
the seventh to complete the 
comeback win  Dunn picked 
up the win to advance to S  1 
on the season 
-44- 
/ thought Nikki stepped 
up and did a great job 
for us. It's really hard 
to pitch in the rain. 
— Alison Pardalis 
freshman, soflhill phya 
"55 
"We started off a little rocky," 
I >unn said "The offense waan'l 
going really well for us, but 
defensively we played a really 
great game I really didn't feel 
that on today I did okay, but I 
know I can do better. At least we 
got by with it." 
Pardalis said  "I  thought 
Nikki stepped  up and did  a 
great |ob for us   It's realK  hard 
to pttch in the rain." 
In the second game, fresh 
man I eah Conley shut out the 
Dragons oflenas to Improve to 
K-7 this season. 
Pardalis slid, "I thought we 
stepped up, which isgre.it BSM 
daily for a first-year program, 
and that's what we need lo con- 
tinue to do to keep winning." 
Before the game, JMU 
President Lin wood Rose 
threw out the first pitch to cel- 
ebrate the team's first confer- 
ence home game. 
On Sunday, JMU completed 
the three-game sweep with a 5-3 
victory. Freshman Kristi Nixon's 
inside the park grand slam put 
JMU ahead 4-3 in the bottom of 
the fourth inning. 
The Dukes improve to 19-13 
overall and 4-2 in the Colonial 
Athletic Association and play 
Coppin Slate University at home 
at 2 p.m. Wednesday 
PORT 
B-E-A-T 
Fanning named lo All- 
State second learn 
Junior men's basketball 
guard David Fanning was 
named to the 2002 Virginia 
All-Stale second team this 
past weekend. 
Fanning averaged 18 
points and 3.3 rebounds 
per game this season. 
Women's tennis falls to 
Richmond 
The Dukes fell to the 
I'niversity of Richmond 
7-0 Thursday in 
Richmond. 
JMU competes in the 
Colonial Athletic 
As-ociation Tournament 
April 19-20 in Richmond. 






12 noon to3pm 
Saturday, May 4,2002     _£) INNER 
5pm to9p.m. 
• Carved Prime Rib 
• Chicken Bieost with 
Mushroom Artichoke Sauce 
• Pork Loin with Green 
Peppercorn Sauce 
• Rice Pilot 
• Rosemary Oven-Roasted Potatoes 
• St3amed Broccoli with 
Roasted Pecans 
• Fruit Display 
• Salad Bar 
• Dessert Extravaganza 
ADULTS:  S 14.95 
CHILDREN: (5-12) $7.95 
UNDER 5: FREE 
• Carved N V Strtp Lom 
• Stuffed flounder with Crob Sauce 
• Pork Loin with Hunter Sauce 
• Cheese Manlcottl 
• Au Gratln Potatoes 
• Italian Oven-Roasted Potatoes 
• Vegetable Medley 
• Green Bean Almondlne 
• Peet-N-Eat Shrimp 
• Fruit Display 
• 15-ttem Salad Bar 
• Dessert Extravoganza 
RwMnlv 
ADULTS:  $21.95 
CHILDREN: (5-12) $11.95 
UNDER 5: FREE 
CROWN   AMKKICAN    HOTKI.S 
LOFTY UV!N 
for 3, 4 & 5 Resident 
FuNKHOlSF.R 
& ASSOCIATES 
Properly Management, Inc 
434-5150 
info@funkhousermanagement.corn 
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FOR RENT 
Brand New 1 Bedroom Apartments 
•n app-ances ava<-ac>e A„g 17. 
$435 433-1569 
Madleen Square - furnished 
lownnouse. 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 
bath. W/D. Rani from $195 bar 
room. Separate lease starting m 
August 2002. 434-1040. 
Il't Net Te* Latel Rant a nice 
room for graduation visitors BAB 
watt of town, reasonable rates. 
8670410 or /nmjmonraOandO.oom. 
Almost New Larga 1 Bad room 
Apertmertta • W/D. available 8/17, 
$400   $425. 433-1569 
OffCampusHousing.com 
















Madi von Square 
University Place 




I  ni.ei«it> Place 
Country Oub Court 
Sum** mi SI 75 




runkhouwr & \■■■■.. ni. ■■ 
Properly MaruiRcmrni 
InfoVi liinlhmiMrM.ri.Ki "n in . .-in 
434-5150 
PARK APARTMENTS 
I   :. A   ' bedroom. 
<Jai provided for heal. 
cooklagA hot water 
Optloafn- ALL UTILITY 
Incluilan 
( orperalc aparlmenl 
homes ■•■llahk 
Shorl term leases opllonal 
Pel finnill. cemmunlty 
Call(540)43»-262l 
Equal Housing Opportunity 
fteeeclal Glve-A Way - 4 bedroom. 
2 bath townhouee includes 
Ethernet, cable. TV. and toe* pnone. 
All for only $222/mo. while they 
last. University Realty. 4344444. 
Hunter a Rldga ■ 4   htdrOOffll 
Landlord pays electric, water and 
pnone Mis. $230/mo. 2904984. 
2 ■edroom, 2 Bath - fully 
furnished. encelient condition, wry 
clean. Convenient to JMU. 
Available 8/1/02. Call Kan 
Henskty. 296-2074. 
Room on South Main Street - 
$235 • $275. Available immediately 
Can 487-4057. 
Mass. We Weed t ■ at— ■ we 
rented a 4 bedroom townhouse 
and need 2 roommates. W/D. 0/W, 
AC. $250/mo. Call Rob, 43&5981 
or Kline Realty, 438*800 August 
lease 
1214 Foreet HM Road - 3 BR. 1 
1/2 baths, washer/dryer. Across 
from Shenandoah Grill. $840. 




2002 - 2003 




3 BR Apt. $5IO/mo. or 
SI70'pcrson 
One qfthi clet&l 
complexes to JMU! 
Kline Really Property Merit. 
The gixxl n/xi'lmfi/* fo fi"l. 
'a come b\ anil tee n\ 
la-iii 
Utilruas parti »250/betjroom. Large 
rooms. Available July or August. 
2002 8793413 
ROOSEVELT SQUARE 
4 BR furnished lownhouses 
W/D.LVW.A/C 
2 Blocks from campus1 
him. Realty 
43K-8800      Call Anytime' 
Large 1 tearoom Apartment • 
good location, $360 4331569 
Hunter's   Riage   Townhouse   • 




Across from Hospital 
on Cantrell Ave. 
4 BR I bath, laundry, off• 
street parking. DSL 
12 mo. lease 
Furnished 2 BR. 2 
Bath Condo - 
Madison Manor. 8550. 
Wafer Included. 
Hunter'* Ridfe Townhouae - 
Available August 1 
S2I5/person. 4 bedroom. 
2 living rooms, W/D, 
D/W. A/C. 2 baths 
4 Bedroom House - 
Roosevelt Street 
Furnished. S275/person. 
W/D. D/W. A/C. 




■ Bedroom, 3 Bath - third floor 
loft with cathedral ceilings. Free 
Ethernet, cattle, local phone 
University Realty. 434-4444. 
2002 - 2003 SubJsaee ■ Ashbr 
Crossing/College Park. One 
bedroom available S320/month. 
Ethernet, cable and local phone 
included. 540-743 1538. 
1320 Devon Una • 3 bedroom. 3 
1/2 baths new townhoute. 
contemporary layout. all 
appliances. 3 levels, close to 
campus. Aug.   1 2002 - July 30. 
2003 $990 8334104 
» faialaa So*. 1 Mere ■ to flit 
bedroom m South View apartment 
for 2002 2003 year Desperate 
to sublet! Please contact Kipp. 
438-2428 or email me at 
socal««d790tiotma<l com 
FOR SALE 
Ampag Classic Bass Cabinet/ 
Crate Head Combo . Barely played 
Excellent sound and condition. 
Trials available, contact Eugene: 
schwetea«>|mu.edu. 442-4572. 
Taking best offer 
1SB7 Volvo 24001 - 4 door, 4 cyl. 
auto. 30 mpg.. new brakes all 
around. 1994 Oodge Caravan. 
26*2000 
1BBB SuivM Ha tana BOOco • 
7.500 miles, dual exhaust, custom 
yellow paint, cover and helmet 
included. $3,400. o.bo. Contact 
Justin: moranjmdjjmu edu or call 
612-4453. For pics/more info* 
www.feocr-r.Vs com/myOfiiVata'ia 
Ibanei R0470JB Jewel ■lue 
Electric Qultar • with case and 
stand. Alter market Seymore 
Duncan pick-up. Floyd Rose 
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood 
ftnaer board. Asking $350 574-4692 
or duf ftmSjmu edu 
1 Jatwss image • mack. 5 speed. 
2 door- hatchback, good condition. 
Asking $3,300 or better offer Call 
Christina. 438-2646. 
IBM Honda AccertCX T 20^< COJDV. 
5 speed, great condition, loaded. 
Asking $6,500. Call 879-2706. 
1BB0 Jeep Wranejer for Bale • red 
and black with grey interior. 3 5* 
lift with b.g tires, all borla exhaust. 
20K on new engine. ($5,000. o.bo) 
Call 574-4468. ask for Dave. 
Tee Shirts. Jwet $1.$0 Each! Gift 
A Thrift. 227 N   Me*v 
Playstation 2 • system, games. 
accessories for sate. E-mail 
jmuGameOuy#yahoo.com for 
informalion. 
INBONIQ VPI-BD • Music 
production synthesizer with on- 
board 24-track sequencer and disk 
drive. Over 200 sampled sounds, 
infinitely programmable, fully touch- 
sensitive keyboard. Full MIDI, 
includes pedals, case. $600. nag 
Call Jon. 433-3489 
Several Mama for Sale • Mac He 
408S powered mixer. EV-15 Inch 
PA cabinets. Gibson Chet Atkins 
SST. window AC unit, dorm size 
retndgerator. pearl 5 piece 
drumset. Call 435-9162. 
irMsilMoih 04 • 350MHz. 64 
MB. 10GB, 56K modem. Asking 
$400. koteratxSVnu.edu. 
AM   FM St.f-ao H«K.!lvef ■ i  5 n   i- 
Digitai Synthesized. Used very 
little. $50 or make an offer. 
Quasar VCR with remote, needs 
charting   give away. CM 434-1241, 
leave message. 
Blowing supal.ee, Ingredients. 
Tape - Bkiestone Cellars. 4326799 
181 S. M»n. wwwSCfiffEWcom 
Football T-Oie .nd RtdNoe Cru4wr 
Fulisize table with extra men. 
removable legs. $200. o b.o. 
RL Cuiser - 24" bike, chrome, nice 
for getting around campus. $125. 
o b.o. Call 574-2833. 
Cannendale Head Bike • 63cm. 
Aerobar. odometer, time pedals. 
$350 2989422 
Far   Sale:   A   Breat   Deal   •   3 
bedroom. 2 bath remodeled 2 
story. Central air. new windows, 
convenient location in city. Seller 
must move1 $99,900 Call Chip 
Goodson. 289-5451 or 433-2454. 
*39*>49   Old Dominion Realty. 
1996 Honda Chic DX Coupe • 5 
speed, CD. excellent condition. 
$7,500 Cell 433-9162 
1SS1 Sard Teeaao • approximate^ 
108.000 miles, very good 
condition. Asking price: $1,200. or 
best offer. Contact information: 
Umaimah Nabi, 540-432-9773 or 
571-432 5463 or email 
nab-u4»aoi com. 
90 Honda Accord Dt • 2 door. 5 
spd . an power, sun/moonroof. 
AM/FM stereo, new VA inspection, l 
owner, great condition. 227K milea, 
well maintained, ail records, must 
see. $2,200/00 0. 703-7429442 
(Chant illy) 
DJ Eeulpmant and Lighting - 
everything from speakers to strobe 
lights to disco baas to fog machine 
virtually brand new and in great 
condition. Price is negotiable. 
Please contact Matt. 437*584 or 
914-S30-5125. 
2001  Silver Toyota Cellea • 
11,000 miles, loaded, spoils:, 
sunroof, keyless entry, automatic 
transmission, Gold Emblem 
package, excellent condition, 
extended warranty. Coll 432 1394. 
96 Volkswagen Jetta - Green. 72K 
miles. 5 speed, manual. AC. 
AM/FM cassette, power sunroof 
and doors very good condition. 
$9,000 Call ion. 5686004 or e- 
mall toHMrtbeVnu.edu. 
S4 Pontlac Sunblrd - sporty 2 
door with spoiler. Wen maintained. 
stereo with cassette player. AC. 
teal blue, new tires/battery, 5 
speed manual. 96.000 m.tes Can 
4872160 
HELP WANTED 
Earn Up to SSOO Par Week - 
assembling products at home. No 
experience, info, 1 985-646-1'00. 
Dept. VA-4806. 
$250 A Day Potential' bartending 
Traimr^ provided 1800-29»3»e5. 
ext. 215 
Dane* Instructor Positions 
avalable for academic year 2002 
2003. Call 433-7127 
Earn Up te SSOO Per Week - 
assembling pioducts at home. Mo 
experience, info. 1-985C46-1700. 
Oept. VA-4806. 
te • Massanutten River 
Adventures, inc. MRA is seeking 4- 
6 men and women for the canoe 
kayak and river tubing 2002 
season. MRA is located across 
from Massanutten Resort 
Employees must be motivated. 
enthusiastic and self-managed. 
and good driving record 
Inexpensive housing available Call 
2SOCANOE(2266) 
www. CAN0C4U com or e-mail 
IwMsan it'-T^-.f-nr.-ir-i post 
Part-time Switchboard Operator 
Mature, Dependable and 
Personable. Prefer kxai student. 
Win work with your individual 
schedule. Every other weekend 
required. Apply m person to 
Peeps) s CktaKo Arwwenng Servloo 
lOlOfl Virginia Ave Marnsonburg 
$1,600 Weekly Potential - mailing 
our circulars. Free information. Call 
2056830202 
Babysit Toddler In Our Home TMe 
Summer - Twenty hours per week, 
$6 per hour. Must have experience 
and references 234«272 
New Mriagl All Northern Virginia 
areas Supervisois/U'eguards/ 
Pool Operators Apply on-line or call 
l«77-733-7e69. $7.2b/hr minimum. 
www. orairWer8nferpnseSenc.com 
Busk* l School 5 je»: ■ 'or full 
time summer employment, 
possibly leading to fail and full 
time 433-1234, 9 am. • 6 p.m. 
Fratirnltlee. Sororities. Clubs. 
Student Orouae • Earn $1,000 
$2,000 with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com three hour 
fund rasing event Does not -nvoive 
credit card appMauons Fund ratstng 
dates are Wing quckiy. so call today! 
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at 
888923-3238 or vis* our wabsas at 
www carrepuslbndwer com 
SERVICES 
\u no 
fuxamr irfardMf dw 
MM i,it.-i,   | | i--. i-ur.uir« 
•Rinnan ..MAI Sr 
llnici B-.n 
14 
U    Its. 
S-5J5-55S1 
WANTED 
Bass Player Wanted for Rock Bend 
possibU CD release this summer. 
Serious players only, willing to 
prance twee a week r\ Elkton area 
54029& 7685 V 54079&2825 
PERSONALS 
Seductive. Tangible. Affordable 
Treasurae • Adorn your body or your 
nest OASIS Gallery, 103 S. Main 
St.. Tup - Sat 10 a.m. • 6 p.m. Call 
5404428188 
Read The Breeze online: www.thebreezex)rg 
Yo^r atf h«r« 
Br««z* l&trfjW 
cSunpdc T\ ensures 
YES WE HAVE!!! 
Boarif3> Head 
Accepting catering orders for graduation weekend 




Wednesday, April 17, 3 p.m. 
Dukes 
Baseball 





the field above 
the Convo. 
Softball  is  a 
Double   Header 
SOFTBALL 
Coppin State 
Wednesday, April 17, 2 p.m, 
500,000 
tV*M''t>i-i 
6 0 % - 9 0 % off retail 
Open Only during Scheduled Dates from 9u*-7m Daily 
Featuring large selections of history, computer books, cookbooks & much more, 
literature, children's books,  reference. Located between Harrlsonburg & Staunton. 
health & self-help, science & nature, Take 1-81 to exit 240; turn east on Rd. 682 
religion,  philosophy, political science, & watch for the signs. Call for more info. 
Green Valley Book Fair 
2192 Giaen Volley la., Ml. C.mvford, VA 22841 
«00- 385-0099 
wwoiv.gvbookfair.com/jmu 
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